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Envisioning the west we want, sharing the Canmore experience
by Jan McMurray
Bob Sandford came to Kaslo on
September 18 with a timely message
for residents from the entire region.
The Kaslo event was billed,
‘Envisioning the west we want’
and Sandford’s talk was abstracted
from his latest book, The Weekender
Effect: Hyper-development in
Mountain Towns.
Sandford, author of some 20
books on the Canadian West and
currently the Canadian Chair of the
United Nations International ‘Water
for Life’ Decade, is from Canmore.
He shared the Canmore experience,
and provided some suggestions
on how we can do a better job
of adjusting to the change in our
communities brought on by the
influx of part-time residents.
“Current population movement
into the area of the Rockies in which
I live now resembles an invasion,” he
said. People come from all over “and
they fall in love with the mountain
way of life and they want to stay
– at least for the weekend. Some
communities have adjusted to this.
Others have not. I come from one
that hasn’t.”
Sandford said that the population
of Canmore was 3,100 in 1980 when
he arrived. By 2006, it had grown
to 15,000 – a 484% increase. “The
rate and extent of change has left
many long-term residents in a state
of shock,” he said.
He said the town had become
urban, with traffic and parking
problems. However, the biggest
problems are related to the local cost
of living. “Many of the people who
established the nature and desirable
character of Canmore can no longer
afford to live there,” he said. Some
feel they no longer belong. Others
are so busy making a living that
they don’t become involved in the
community. There is growing tension
between the wealthy retirees and
part-timers and the struggling locals,
who feel they are being pushed out
of their own town.
Sandford outlined five things that
Canmore did wrong.
First, Canmore did not take the
threat seriously. He said that although
they knew what had happened to so
many mountain communities from
Colorado to Jasper, they just did not
believe it would happen to them. He
said that they did not realize until it
was too late that the enemy wasn’t
growth so much as it was that they

delayed action on issues such as
ecological decline and the loss of a
sense of community.
Second, Canmore did not
recognize to what extent real estate
speculation was masked as tourism.
“We did exactly what writer Rick
Bass argued we shouldn’t do. We
let the most meaningful elements of
place be divided up into halves, and
then quarters and then eighths; then
we further divided what was left into
the invisibility of neglect and loss,”
he said.
Third, they did not have faith
in themselves and their community.
They were so afraid of missing out
on economic development that they
didn’t realize what they already
had was of great value. “We could
have created the most extraordinary
mountain community in North
America. Instead we let our town
be swallowed up by outsider selfinterest. I wish I could say they took
it, but in fact we gave it away.”
Fourth, they were too nice.
They did not believe that outside
interests would be exploitative of
them “through quietly manipulative
public relations manoeuvers…”
Fifth, they could not articulate
their community values. “Because we
did not come to common agreement
about what was important about
where and how we live, we were
ultimately unable to articulate local
interpretations of worthwhile values
in a way that could be acted upon in
the community planning process.”
He said they were not effective in
providing local politicians with
the language they needed to affect
leadership in establishing the town’s
future.
Sandford then suggested ways
that we could learn from the Canmore
experience.
He advised that we consider
what is important to us about where
and how we live, and make that the
attraction. After agreeing on that, we
should define the kinds of tourism
and economic development we want
to have. We should also determine
the compromises and sacrifices we
are willing to make to ensure that
the kind of economic development
we want is possible. Then we market
ourselves to the kind of visitors
and newcomers that fit in with our
vision.
Sandford also said we should
encourage the part-timers to become
full-timers. But more important,

we have to stay in the community
ourselves, and we have to stand up
for where we live.
During the community discussion
after the presentation, Mayor Holland
informed Sandford that Kaslo now
had 30% non-residents, and asked
how critical a situation the village
was in. Sandford had said during
his talk that when part-time residents
approach 40% of the population,
a community begins to fall apart.
Sandford’s reply to Holland was
that it depends on the nature of the
community of Kaslo and how quickly
the population was changing.
Sandford also spoke about the
unprecedented pressures on land
and water today, with agriculture,
development and Nature itself
competing for these resources.
He said this would bring more
movement toward our communities,
and suggested that our highest value
may be our hope for sustainability
as a region and community. “Local
food production is possible because
of your small population, and you
might wish to value what you have
and don’t sell it off cheap,” he said.
Another resident wanted to know
how other communities had found
a balance with tourism. Sandford
reiterated that the community must
know what it wants and what it is
prepared to sacrifice to get those
things. “You know yourselves
as locals what the desirable
characteristics of the community
are, and do not undersell them.”
Sandford gave the examples
of Waterton and Jasper as two
tourist towns that have been fairly
successful in maintaining their local
flavour. He said that the main reason
they were successful was because
they practiced a certain amount of
restraint when it came to economic
development. “You had better have
a clear vision and be unified, and that
is very difficult to do. Restraints are
key in order to retain those qualities
you value – and this leads to conflict
in the community.”
Another question was how we
can keep our young people here.
Sandford replied that this was very
difficult with housing prices so
high and so few job opportunities.
He suggested that we search out
people who can help with innovative
business solutions to keep young
people here. And he indicated that
we may not have to search very far.
“You have some very high powered

people who come here and some of
them may want to help you, and this
way they can be integrated into the
community.”
An example of an innovative
business solution in Canmore that
he gave was the establishment of a
climate change research centre, in
partnership with six universities.
Sandford advised us to leave
room for business opportunity in
the way we plan. “You have lots of
room here to make decisions. If you

allow wholesale development in
one direction, that doesn’t give you
business opportunities or space for
them. Leave enough opportunity in
the way you plan.”
Sandford concluded, “We live
in what has been identified globally
as one of the best remaining places
to live in all the world. This is so
because we made it so. This is our
place, our most important place. We
are the drivers of place. Let’s keep
driving.”

BC Interior incumbent MP Alex Atamanenko performs with his band at the
Slocan Valley Fall Fair in Winlaw, September 14. More photos from the fair,
and from the Nakusp Fall Fair, p. 13.
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BC Southern Interior: Meet the four candidates for Member of Parliament
The BC Southern Interior
riding includes the Slocan
Valley, Kaslo, Lardeau, Argenta,
Johnson’s Landing, Nelson,
Castlegar and the KootenayBoundary and the OkanaganSimilkameen regions.

ALEX
ATAMANENKO
– NDP

Alex Atamanenko was
elected MP for BC Southern
Interior in January 2006. He
is currently the Agriculture,
Agri-Food and Rural Affairs
Critic, and was past critic
responsible for the Canadian
Wheat Board.
Atamanenko ran for the
Southern Interior seat for the
first time in 2004, when he
came in a close second to the
Conservative candidate of the
day, Jim Gouk.
A former teacher of
Russian, French and English,
he has a BA in Physical

Education, a teaching
diploma, and an MA in
Russian. He lives in Castlegar
with his wife Ann, a retired
French teacher, and their
faithful dog, Cyrus.
Atamanenko says that the
most important issue facing
us in this election is the future
of our country.
“Over the last decade
we have seen a systematic
erosion of our independence.
Free trade and NAFTA have
guaranteed cheap oil and
gas to the American market
while forcing us to import up
to 90% of oil east of Ottawa.
The proposed Security and
Prosperity Partnership (SPP)
between Canada, Mexico
and the US takes us further
down the path of complete
integration of North America.
All of this is happening under
the watchful eye of corporate
executives without any input
from Parliament or the
Canadian public. Tied in with
this is a further integration of
our military with US foreign
policy, an attack on our public
health care system, the loss
of manufacturing jobs and
an agriculture policy driven
by the major agriculture
corporations such as Cargill
and Monsanto. Water is next
on the corporate agenda.
“We have the power to
reverse this trend and take
back our country. There is
hope. Please work with me
to make this happen.”

SAVE
BIG!
(again)

Year-end
BLOW-OUT!
Friday, Oct 3
Saturday, Oct 4
Doors open 10AM

End of Main Street
New Denver

BRENDA
JAGPAL –
Liberal

Brenda Jagpal is currently
an Executive Director of
the Kootenay Society for
Community Living, located
in Castlegar. Brenda and her
husband live in Montrose,
where they own and manage
Montrose Service, a small
business.
Brenda currently sits on a
provincial panel for Community
Social Service Employer’s
Association (CSSEA). She
is also a member of the West
Kootenay Community Living
Council and been a long-term
board member for the West
Kootenay Chapter of the
Certified General Accountants
Association of BC.
Brenda is a designated
Certified General Accountant
(CGA). She was awarded the
J.M. Macbeth Award in 2005
by the CGA Association of BC
for her exceptional service at
the chapter level.
“A balance of economy,
social responsibility and
environment is a major issue
facing Canadians. We need
to stimulate our economy
by creating more jobs and
re-visiting some of our free

Read the Valley
Voice online:
www.valleyvoice.ca

trade agreements such as the
softwood lumber agreement.
We need to attract investors and
companies to our country.
“We also have to ensure
we have access to health care,
affordable housing, childcare
and transportation. A healthy
society is a wealthy society.
“Global warming is an
important issue facing Canada
in a medium to long term and
we have the opportunity to get
ahead by making economical
green choices.”

ANDY
MOREL –
Green

Andy Morel lives in
Rossland and is the principal
of two businesses. One offers
instruction and program
development in crosscountry skiing for youth
and adults, and one carries
out home improvements
and renovations. He has a
long history of community
involvement, most recently
as a volunteer director of
the Rossland Arts Council
and previously as director
of the Black Jack Ski Club.
At the provincial level he is
involved in the movement to
require mandatory labeling of
genetically engineered foods
and is a Working Strategies
Committee member of the GE
Free Kootenays Campaign.
He is the father of two young

adults.
“For me, the most
important federal issue
continues to be the unfolding
environmental crisis that all
of us contribute to and are
affected by. The health of
our country, the world and
its inhabitants has to be the
continued priority, regardless
of the headline news of the
day.
“The continued
degradation of our environment
is causing a far greater impact
on our human population and
overall health and well-being
than any level of financial
meltdown will ever impact.
Wouldn’t it be wonderful
to have had the leading world
governments see and respond
to the disaster unfolding in
our environmental world like
they have in responding to the
current financial world?
“Can you imagine the
potential of these current
public $ bailouts? Can you
imagine pouring similiar
public financial investment
into developing strategies
to deal with climate change
– to promote and finance
innovation, new technologies,
environmental cleanup,
lifestyle changes, social
education, health and wellbeing? And, to be even more
idealistic – investing in the
eradication of poverty and
promoting world peace?
“I realize the need to deal
with ‘issues of the day’ - I and
the Green Party of Canada
have some innovative ideas
– however, I will continue
to remind family, friends,
and voters in the Southern
Interior riding of the unfolding
environment crisis we are all
affected by. This is a much
larger issue that will not go
away, be quickly responded to
or resolved with government
bailouts anytime soon.”

ROBERT
ZANDEE –
Conservative

Robert Zandee was born
and raised in Oliver and has
lived there most of his life.
Shortly after receiving his
BA in economics at UBC, Zandee
returned with his wife to Oliver,
where they have been actively
involved in the management
of the Zandee family’s long
standing agricultural business.
Zandee has been politically
active since age 14 and for the
past three years has been on
the board of directors for the
Conservative Party of Canada
in the BC Southern Interior
electoral district.
Zandee has been involved
with community initiatives such
as the Greater Oliver tourism
steering committee. Rob is a
founding member and organizer
of the Banée of Oliver, an event
to enhance the visibility and
reputation of the wineries and
wine grape growers of the
Southern Okanagan.
Zandee says that the
economy is the issue and
Stephen Harper is the solution.
“As always, there are many
issues of concern to Canadians.
In this election, given the
troubling global economic
problems, the overriding issue
is the economy.
“When the economy is
poor, there is less money for
health care. When companies
are in trouble, they are less
able to deal with environmental
issues and add to concerns about
employment. When government
costs are up and revenues down,
they are less able to address
child care concerns, tax relief
and educational funding.
“More than any election
in recent history, this one is
about selecting a leader who
has the ability to lead Canada
through serious economic
challenges. It seems there is
only one choice. No matter how
people vote, Jack Layton isn’t
going to be that leader. That
leaves a choice between Stephen
Harper and Stephan Dion. Dion
wants to initiate a carbon tax
on everything that will raise
costs greatly, especially in rural
areas like ours. It will add to
manufacturer’s costs and make
them even less competitive
internationally, leading to
increased unemployment.
Stephen Harper’s leadership
has kept Canada’s economy
strong despite the global
economic problems now faced
by everyone.”
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Kootenay-Columbia: Candidates share their most important issues
The Kootenay-Columbia riding
includes the Arrow Lakes communities
of Nakusp, Burton, Fauquier, Edgewood
and Trout Lake and the Lardeau Valley
communities of Meadow Creek, Cooper
Creek and Marblehead.

JIM ABBOTT Conservative

BETTY
AITCHISON –
Liberal

Betty Aitchison has lived in
Kimberley for over 30 years. She
is an active member of the Liberal
Party of Canada, and has served as
President of the Kootenay Columbia
Riding Association for many years.
Aitchison is the Emergency
Services Director for Kimberley
and a member of the Kimberley
Community Development Society.
She continues to be an active member
of the Infant Development Society,
a program she organized 25 years
ago. She was also a member of the
National Parole Board.
Aitchison says she wants to
highlight women’s and children’s
issues during this election
campaign.
“Funding for women’s issues
has been cut back severely by the
Conservatives, and the incumbent
in this riding was working as the
parliamentary secretary to Minister
Ode when she made the cuts and I
wonder if he tried to dissuade her
from this decision. There are still a lot
of women out there who are in need
of these programs, whether we like it
or not as a society.
“Also, the Conservatives took out
the childcare program and decided
to give families $100 per month per
preschool child instead. When the
Conservatives got in, the country had
a substantial amount of money. But
they have spent a lot on the war and I
feel it’s too bad that we had to make a
choice between war and daycare.
“In Creston, we have a polygamist
community called Bountiful.
Polygamy is against the law in
Canada, and it has serious implications
for women’s and children’s rights.
My opponent in this riding accepted
a donation from Mr. Blackmore,
who is responsible for Bountiful as
the community’s bishop. Blackmore
has over 100 children, so through
your taxes, you are paying for his
$100 per preschool age child. You are
also paying for the education of these
people. The federal government will
say it’s up to the Attorney-General
of BC, who is doing his best to come
up with a solution. Yes, there is the
religious freedom aspect of it, but it
depends on whose freedom you re
talking about. And immigation comes
into it, too because Blackmore has
celestial wives that come up from the
US – they seem to be able to use the
border very liberally.”

Jim Abbott was first elected to
the House of Commons in 1993. He
was re-elected in 1997, 2000, 2004 and
2006. He lives in Wasa.
Abbott said the most important issue
in this election is ‘striking a balance
that works.’
“This election revolves around
government’s ability to deliver the
balance Canadians want. For
Conservatives that means striking the
right balance between taxation, a secure
economy and the environment.
“We have already cut taxes. The
average Canadian family is paying
$3,000 less in federal taxes since
Conservatives formed the government.
“We plan other tax cuts, too. We will
cut the excise tax on diesel down to two
cents a litre from four.
“The Liberals, meanwhile, promise
a carbon tax that will extract $15 billion
from the economy at a time when the
world economy is deeply troubled. They
would add 7 cents to the excise tax on
diesel, bringing it up to 11 cents per
litre. That would be like perpetuating
the spike in prices caused by Hurricane
Ike forever.
“The NDP’s plan to heavily tax
business means you will pay more for
heating fuel, transportation, food and
even more for electricity. Because BC
imports so much electricity from coalpowered plants in Alberta, the cost of
powering our homes will rise along with
heat. NDP taxes will be passed on to you
whenever you go shopping. And in spite
of your increased expenses we will still
have coal fired generators.
“Here’s what the Conservative Party
of Canada will do:
“We will continue to keep taxes
down. Most Canadians already believe
they pay enough.
“We will keep a lid on the cost
of groceries for rural Canadians by
keeping transportation costs low. We are
also very aware that rural people must
drive significant distances for personal
medical care.
“Simultaneously, we are dealing
with protecting the environment as we
did with the Columbia River wetlands
and Darkwoods. We are addressing
hydro supply with renewable, lowcost energy with no carbon footprint
through our $2 billion ecoENERGY
and $2 billion renewable fuel plans. We
created a $1.5 billion trust for clean air
and climate change with the provinces
and territories, a $300 million Chemicals
Management Plan and $225 million to
preserve critical habitats.
“And we’re doing that while taking
a prudent and professional approach to
steering the Canadian economy through
treacherous waters. Conservatives
are striking the right balance between
taxation, a secure economy and the
environment.”

RALPH MOORE
– Green

Ralph Moore was born in Kimberley
and now lives in Creston. He has always
wanted to look like Robert Redford.
Moore’s early aversion to current
forest practices in the Kootenays resulted
in the purchase of a skidder and a timber
sale so that he could ‘do it right.’ Many
hard lessons later, Moore still logs in
the winter as part of stewarding his land
and is still the only forest operation he
knows of that validates the Migratory
Bird Convention Act. The fact that it is
government more than industry that stands
in the way of wholistic forest practices has
led to Moore’s involvement in community
forestry, initially as a representative of the
BC Environmental Coalition and later
as a director on the board of Creston’s
community forest. Moore is a lifetime
member of Wildsight.
For Moore, the most important issue –
indeed, the one that makes everything else
pale in comparison – is sustainability.
First, he wants to make sure that the
definition of ‘sustainability’ is clear. “It
means you can’t release any waste or
pollution into the environment faster than
nature can assimilate it or neutralize it. It
means that our existence, our industrial
activities, our civilization can’t be at the
expense of other species.
“Our civilization and our economic
system and our monetary system depend on
constant growth in the finite system. That
won’t work. We cannot have population
grow and raw materials use grow and
pollution grow as long as we’re on one
small planet that isn’t getting any bigger.
Once you understand what sustainability
is and what the consequences are, then you
can apply those criteria to everything we’re
doing to see if it is sustainable.
“There have been hundreds of
civilizations in the past that have reached
this same crossroads that we’re at now.
Inevitably, every one of them made the
wrong choice. They learned the hard way
what happens when you destroy your
ecosystem. We’re the only civilization that
has the benefit of history to see what we
should and shouldn’t do, and yet our foolish
leaders of the last 40 years have chosen to
ignore what is known scientifically, even
though the warning signs are very clear.
“We’re watching our forests die around
us, we’re watching ice caps melt, sea level
rising, species going extinct, storms getting
more powerful, droughts getting longer –
what do we need, Armageddon?
“We will actually attain sustainability
within the next 100 years, by one of two
ways – either through carefully thought out
egalitarian processes or by the horseman
of the apocalypse. And of course it’s our
choice.
“My feeling is that if we elect a
Conservative government, we’re making
that wrong choice and we probably won’t
have a country of Canada in five years.
Since it’s so vital that we eliminate all
Conservatives, I’ve asked all my Green
friends to vote for Leon Pendleton.”

LEON
PENDLETON –
NDP

Leon Pendleton was born and raised
near San Francisco, California. He moved
to Canada in 1970 when he became
disenchanted with the US government.
He arrived in Toronto, but found his way
to a commune north of Vancouver. Here,
he gained skills in building, subsistence
agriculture, organic gardening, and the
use of solar energy.
In 1974, Pendleton and his partner
moved to a thriving alternative community
in the Slocan Valley and started a family.
Pendleton and his family were part of the
creation of many of the institutions that are
alive and well today in the Slocan Valley:
the Vallican Whole Community Centre,
the Vallican Whole School, the Vallican/
Winlaw Food Co-op (now the Kootenay
Co-op in Nelson), the Dumont Creek
Burial Society, the Rural Alternatives
Research and Training Society, and the
Evergreen Treeplanting Co-op.
Pendleton moved to Edmonton to
take training as an emergency medical
technician-paramedic. He ended up with
a job in Grande Prairie, where he lived and
worked for 17 years until early retirement
in 2005.
In Grande Prairie, Leon ran twice for
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MLA, as a New Democrat. He created the
World Ecology Enviro Store, devoted to
helping individuals and small businesses
live in harmony with the planet and gain
healthier lives. He sold everything from
organic produce to cotton bags to fullspectrum lights.
In 2005, Pendleton moved back to the
Kootenays. He and his wife, Gosia, now
live near the town of Edgewood in the
Arrow Lakes region, creating an organic
subsistence farm and apiary.
“The most important issue facing
Canadians today is how to create a
strong green economy. Canadian values
are founded in top quality education,
healthcare and a social safety net, but
these programs are sustained by our
economic output. Along with the federal
NDP party, I am very focused on working
with industry, unions and all citizens
to create long-term, sustainable ‘green
collar’ jobs in the Kootenay Columbia
region and across Canada.
“ ‘Green Collar’ jobs combine
innovative environmental stewardship
with quality jobs for Canadian families.
They include expanding our railway
network across Canada to reduce costs
and expedite trade, retrofitting houses to
lower energy consumption, and increasing
existing wood pellet, PV solar panel and
wind energy manufacturing. We will
focus on tax incentives, training and
infrastructure funding to accelerate these
industries.
“Issues such as climate change
need to be viewed as an opportunity for
ground-breaking industries. I have had
great success in my own environmental
businesses and I strongly support other
Canadian initiatives that challenge the
status quo. We have the most natural
resources per capita of any country in
the world. It is time to use these assets
for focused investment in our long-term
environmental and economic future.”
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Sorry to see
Bosun Ranch
broken up

We write in response to your article
regarding the proposed development
of the Harris Ranch. Anyone lucky
enough to have experienced a walk
in the meadows would feel as though
they were right in the middle of the
movie The Sound of Music when
Maria sings, “The hills are alive…”
We are sorry to see this spectacular
property broken up.
Over the past 37 years, as relatives
of the Harris family, we enjoyed farm
produce from the Harris and Anderson
families. As a 100+ year award
winning farm (ranch), it is a shame
that farming will not be permitted,
indeed encouraged to continue.
Doug and Daphne Lovick
(Heidi, Cynthia, Anna)
New Denver/Silverton

Bosun Ranch is
special

The Bosun Ranch has held a
special place in my heart since I met
Molly and Sandy Harris in 1973
and we became fast friends. I can’t
help but wonder how J.C., Sandy,
Molly and Nancy would feel about
the recently proposed development
plans. I suspect they would be heartbroken to know what may be in store
for this jewel of the Slocan to which
they dedicated themselves during
their lives.
Gratitude to these caretakers of
wonder and all those who still honour
the spirit and intention of the Bosun
Ranch.
Judith Maltz
Silverton

Bosun Ranch
Development needs
reconsideration

The proposal to develop the Bosun
Ranch is important to all of us.
The obvious question that comes to
mind is whether the land is in the ALR.
If it is, that is what it should be used for

as we attempt to reduce our reliance on
oil and move toward greater emphasis
on locally grown food.
If the development is aimed at
upscale people looking for a recreational
residence, we run into the problem of
infrastructure versus taxation and the
impact on local economy.
What development we have should
be stable, year-round rather than
seasonal. People that come for a short
time tend not to consider the place
home and feel the surrounding area is
just a playground, not to be husbanded
and preserved.
Unoccupied houses invite break
and enter.
A tourist economy is by definition
a boom and bust economy.
Doesn’t sound like a great idea
to me.
H. Sinclair
Kaslo

Saddened by
Bosun Ranch
development plans

I was saddened to read in the
Valley Voice the account of a new era
for the historic Bosun Ranch. The last
fate the ranch’s founder, J.C. Harris
– or, I am sure, his granddaughter
Nancy – would have wanted for
his property was that a “luxury real
estate” development should occur
on it. Nor would he have been any
more impressed than I that the future
owners of his ranch would be “very
knowledgeable, worldwide travelers
who probably have more than one
residence.” And most certainly he
would have been outraged at the sly
appeal to snobbery in the suggestion
that the new local plutocracy of
wealthy owners would want to “hand
down” their “retreat property” to
members of their families.
Such a development is exactly
what this valley does not need or
want. The “small group” that one of
the developers dismissed by refusing
to “engage with them” is a mixture
of long-time residents with young
newcomer families. This rapidly
growing group seeks “to preserve
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the meadow lands” of the valley by
farming them, not by keeping “a small
number of horses…for personal use.”
It is an idealistic group, ready to plan,
research, find methods of working
together, share land and perform
whatever hard work needed. Theirs is
a dream to rescue a world fast being
destroyed by the predation of get-richquick developers.
John Norris
New Denver

Rumours
confirmed

Rumours of the Bosun/Harris
Ranch development have been
confirmed. Our dear friend, neighbour,
and honourable environmentalist,
Nancy Harris Anderson, who passed
away earlier this year on February
22, 2008, would never have approved
of a gated community, high priced,
strata, or subdivision for the ultra
rich. We were shocked to learn of the
probability of advertising worldwide
and inviting Sotheby’s International
Reality to auction off the 3-20 acre
parcels at a starting price of $800.000
per parcel. We can’t imagine the
gated Bosun/Harris Ranch without
farming, gardens, animals, pure water,
dirt roads, old growth forest and
public access. We have lived in the
Slocan Valley for most of the past
37 years because of the peaceful
beauty, friendly people, clean air and
water, natural trails and lakeshore,
and affordable real estate values. This
greed and development is short sighted
and only invites trouble and a change
in values for the area. The property
could remain as it is and prosper, as
Nancy thought it would. If the land
was saved for future generations,
managed as an organic local food
source, open as a public BC Provincial
Park including camping, horseback
riding, nature centre, and/or preserved
in the Nature Conservancy, everyone
could enjoy the use of this Century
Farm and Ranch Award property.
Sally & Barry Lamare
New Denver

Saddened by
development

The “new era” being ushered
in by the proposed Bosun Ranch
development is a sad one indeed.
We’ll lose some of the best farmland
in this valley, just when plummeting
oil supplies are forcing food prices up.
At the Future of Food conference in
Nelson last year, one expert said that
thanks to peak oil, we’d likely find the
cost of transporting food here to be
prohibitively high within a mere five to
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seven years. That means we’ll have to
grow our own food, and we’ll need all
the farmland we can find to do so. The
Bosun/Harris Ranch should be in the
ALR, not sold to the highest bidder.
Selling lots on Harris Ranch at the
exorbitant rate proposed would drive up
land values, assessments and taxes. It
will drive out local people who find they
can no longer afford to live here. The
wealthy part-time residents of Harris
Ranch will bring their worldview with
them, one that is likely to be at odds
with the majority of people here. They
may push for jet skis, houseboats, cell
phones and more development that puts
a strain on the environment.
Do we really want a gated
community here? Far better to support
a farm and regional park in honour of
Nancy Anderson.
Anne Champagne
New Denver

and conditions of the Conditional
Environmental Assessment
Certificate have not been met.
Kootenay residents intend to hold
the provincial government to their
word, a decision by the people of
the Kootenays.
Dave Quinn
Kimberley, BC

Jumbo decision
needs to be
made locally

Kootenay residents have been
promised repeatedly by successive
governments and in the Province’s
own Environmental Assessment
process, that the final decision on the
controversial Jumbo Resort will be
made locally, based on open public
input and process.
After nearly two decades, the
proponents have yet to apply for
the most basic permit that would
allow the discussion on the resort to
proceed: rezoning.
The environmental assessment
process received public submissions
that showed overwhelming opposition
to the project, and resulted in the
clear direction that rezoning by the
Regional District of East Kootenay
will be required if the project is to
proceed.
Minister George Abbott promised
a local decision in October, 2004,
and Minister Ida Chong reaffirmed
this in her statements of November,
2007.
Glacier Resorts Ltd.’s proponent
Grant Costello has demonstrated
that promoters of the resort have no
intention of being subjected to a local
decision. This is evidenced in their
attempt to build a temporary lift with
no zoning for the lift, incomplete
First Nations’ consultation, and no
public notification. Costello has
admitted that they intend to seek
invocation of Bill 11 to acquire a
permit for the resort that would
circumvent a local decision.
No permits for moving forward
with resort construction are in place

Concerned
about the
Bosun Ranch
subdivision?

I have a few questions and
comments for the concerned resident
who wrote about the Bosun Ranch
subdivision in the August 27 edition
of the Valley Voice. You say that you
don’t want the Bosun Ranch sold
for seasonal dwellings. How many
homes, properties and acreages in
Silverton, New Denver and area have
been sold (at exorbitant prices) for
seasonal dwellings? I haven’t seen
any letters in the paper regarding
them, or any hoopla about these
sales raising property values and
increasing taxes.
Regarding the steepness of roads
in the Bosun Ranch subdivision,
what about Rosebery Highlands or
other properties outside the villages?
I also haven’t seen any letters of
protest regarding these roads.
If you wish to purchase the
Bosun Ranch, put in a solid offer.
I am sure that there are very few
property owners that are willing
to wait while funds are raised to
purchase their property.
As for the proposed solution –
holding the Bosun Ranch to raise
food for the good of the community
and to open up walking trails for the
enjoyment of the public, please feel
free to open up your acreages for
these purposes. I am sure there are
many people who would enjoy using
your land for recreational and food
production purposes.
As far as I know, we still live in
a free country and I was not aware
that we had to consult concerned
residents and various levels of
government when we wish to sell
our properties.
How many of these concerned
residents were seasonal dwellers in
the area, while they finished off their
careers prior to retirement? Perhaps
Dr. Costley-White should research
the history of the subdivided dairy
farm on which she lives? I say,
practice what you preach.
Julie Hiechert
New Denver
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Legislature
needs to sit

Has anyone noticed what our
premier has done this month? Once
again like last year, in one swoop
he cancelled the fall session of our
legislature. Is it really a workable idea to
put aside the business directly affecting
all citizens at this time of political
precariousness, economic crisis and
general need for leadership?
Do I understand this correctly? Our
paid elected officials are conducting their
legislative and public responsibilities
while only meeting during one session
per year in the spring?
It is my observation that people who
avoid meetings or responsibilities are
likely to be hiding something or feeling
unable to come across with outcomes
they agreed upon. What is it our premier
doesn’t want brought to light in the
legislative assembly?
Is it information suppressed from
the public about IPP projects which are
selling off the future of our rivers and
water rights? Or is it any one of many
other privatization plans with corporate
partners that the government is devising
in secrecy from you and I? What about
promises made for family supports that
never come through?
What other topics are not being put
forward to be debated publicly at this
time? Is the province A-OK? I think
not. Is there nothing pressing for our
electorate to hear?
I keep up with the media daily
through broadcast, written and computer
posted sources and there has been no
real accountability from our premier to
explain his decision to shut down the
legislative assembly. When I phoned
the premier’s office I was informed that
the MLA s were going to travel across
the province, talk about the budget, and
that there was no new legislation to
pass. Simple!
How do we have a say in what our
government does or does not do? Our
vote and our voice.
Debra Barrett
Kaslo

Water could
cease to flow

Ministry of Forests District
Manager Garry Beaudry has informed
us that the plan to harvest up to 500
truckloads of trees from our watershed
this year has been approved. The
new woodlot licensee, Jeff Mattes
of Progressive Forest Management,
plans to log a predominantly fir/larch
forest in order to remove a stand of
beetle-affected lodgepole pine. The
large and visible clearcuts will mar a
slope that is surrounded on three sides
by wilderness and on the other side by
the small community of Argenta. In
order to remove the timber Mattes will
need to build and haul across a road that
could destroy the underground source of
Carter Creek.
Now that the Woodlot License
Plan has been approved, Beaudry states
that he has “no choice” but to approve
any cutting and road permits which
Mattes submits – as long as these are
consistent with woodlot legislation
and regulation and with the plan itself.

Beaudry further suggests that the best
avenue for meeting our concerns is
with Mattes himself. Meanwhile Mattes
has given us information that supports
his plan, but he refuses to meet with us
in person since we are opposed to his
plans to “deal with the forest health
problem.”
Woodlot regulation states that water
quality will be preserved within riparian
areas and that the hydrological function
of soils will be preserved. The licensee
will follow the recommendations of a
“qualified registered professional while
working in the streamside management
zones” for domestic water. But Carter
Creek is fed by springs that collect and
flow underground in the harvesting area.
These recharge areas have never been
identified and according to hydrologist
Al Isaacson our water could cease to
flow if the proposed road building and
hauling proceed. Could it be that we
have no right to water protection because
our water comes from underground?
What will happen to the wilderness
that surrounds this community and that
nourishes people and wildlife?
Ellen Burt
Argenta

Highway taken
over by behemoths
of industry

Highway 6 has been, for many
years, a secondary road in the province,
albeit a primary road for those of us who
live and work here.
Over the last 15 years, there
has been an exponential increase of
industrial traffic, including, for the most
part, chip trucks (and this year, logging
trucks bringing timber to be chipped and
pulped at Celgar).
Despite strong public opposition
to the highway becoming a personal
corridor to Celgar (said opposition dating
back to the 1990 public hearings on the
expansion of Celgar) and overwhelming
public support for the chip-barging
option, which was recommended by
the Provincial/Federal panel in its Chip
Transportation Study of 1993, we, the
public, have seen our local highway
taken over by these behemoths of
industry.
As a driver and a cyclist, I have
had (and witnessed) many negative
interactions with these trucks on our
very narrow and damaged highway.
I have been reporting driver safety
infractions to DCT Chambers Trucking
for 8 years. The safety manager at
Chambers (Dwayne Peterson) concurs
with me that the highway is less than
ideal for large truck traffic and, although
he proffers his sympathy, this dangerous
driving continues.
The large numbers of trucks have
broken down the highway shoulders and
contributed hugely to the general wear
and tear of Highway 6. I have, when the
road is empty, in different areas along the
highway between Hills and Rosebery,
measured the rideable area from the
damaged portions to the centre line. In
some cases the undamaged portion is
less than 7 feet wide. That means that
if a vehicle must pass a cyclist or slowmoving farm or maintenance vehicle,
it cannot do so without going into the
oncoming lane. Many times I have also

witnessed drivers coming well over that
centre line on curves.
This highway cannot accommodate
large numbers of huge trucks, cars,
pedestrians and cyclists. Please note that
the BC Ministry of Highways includes
and encourages cyclists on the highway
system (other than freeways). In this
time of rising gas prices, environmental
and public health issues, both walking
and cycling should be prioritized in any
highway review.
Helen Davis
Hills

Food Choices
affect climate in
many ways

In regards to Jan’s story (Aug 13)
about the association between meat
consumption and climate change, I have
some thoughts.
Factory-style farming concentrates
waste that in most cases is not handled
with any thought of how to make good
use of the methane gas potential, instead
it adds to Greenhouses Gases (GHG)
and is poorly managed, losing much
of its fertilizer value in the breeze. This
can be remedied at all scales of farm
production. It just takes high propane
and natural gas prices (we’re getting
there), an openness to burn methane
for heat and cooking fuel (a market)
and affordability to make and install
methane digesters (tax incentives and
economies of scale). Or waste can
be aerobically composted. It is the
anaerobic (without oxygen) bacteria that
produce methane.
The massive amount of grain feeding
that goes into North American meat is
appalling. If I remember correctly it is
a ratio of 15 lbs of grain to 1 lb of beef.
Poultry on the other hand is more like 5
to 1, and pork is in between. Grain fed
cattle produce a lot of gas and have some
really nasty stomach flora that makes
the animals’ fats more saturated than in
comparable grass-fed beef.
Animal husbandry isn’t all the same
and some methods produce far less
GHGs, invite less disease and produce
more healthful meat, dairy and egg
products. As a matter of practicality in
this bioregion of limited arable land,
animals that eat grass, forbs, brush and
bugs become a conscious choice for
local proteins in our diets. So long as we
aren’t pouring volumes of high protein
grains into their diets, we are letting the
animals concentrate proteins that for
humans are not available. Doesn’t that
have merit? If you haven’t noticed, this
area imports most of its grains and all
of its nuts.
If you find yourself shopping in the
global food system, buying processed
and imported food from outside your
watershed, eating a vegan diet will no
doubt make a small difference. If you
really want to reduce GHG through
your eating habits just be conscious of
eating locally produced foods, grow a
garden with some potatoes, dry beans,
and squash. Remember that when the
current global food system provides you
with one calorie of food value, it take
about ten calories of fossil fuel to grow,
process, package, and get it to you.
Kip Drobish
Hills
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One hand
raised for IPPs

Run of river generation power
plants remove a portion of water
considered safe to the local ecosystem
and return it after it has gone through
the powerhouse. A continuous bypass
ensures minimum flows at all times.
A weir extracts no more than the
plant can use, spilling the rest back to
the stream. The head of water is run
through turbines that spin generators
they supply electrical energy to the
grid. Hydroelectric energy is better
than carbon based fuel, which should
be phased out as soon as possible
if we want our planet to remain
habitable.
The need to harness the rivers
is upon us now or the 9% to 15%
electrical energy deficit of BC Hydro
will grow. The downriver benefits of the
Columbia River treaty help reduce this
shortage but the power is not generated
by BC Hydro and not included in its self
sufficiency. This is mitigated by BC
Hydro’s reservoir capacity and buying
power when it’s cheap. Then use that
capacity to make power and sell it at a
higher rate. This works well as long as
the reservoirs are filled.
Run of river plants can ensure the
reservoirs can be filled even in low
snowpack years by allowing them to
fill during spring runoff while the run
of river plants put out their maximum
power. Aside from that, the ongoing
power produced will allow Burrard
Thermal generators to shut down in
2016 removing up to 950MW from
the grid and eliminating up to 350,000
tons of greenhouse gases per year.
Our electrical loads will continue
to increase as new homes are built
and the electric car starts catching
on. The need for clean, low carbon
footprint electrical power has to start
now. Even the most optimistic power
saving programs won’t meet the
public’s ever growing need for it.
That’s not to say let’s throw
caution to the wind and harness
every river as a power source. No!
Only the projects that meet all the
checks and balances to ensure the
natural ecosystems remain intact
should have any chance of being
built. The MOE has a checklist on its
site http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/
water_rights/waterpower/application.
html to propose and prepare for an
IPP. In my opinion the process covers
all the essentials.
Applicants quote a price for the
firm power that can be produced; any
over that BC Hydro will pay a sliding
fee for power of between $40 to $50
a MW hr. This is less than we pay for
power in our homes.
Many applicants are local average
people putting together these plans,
not multinationals with an agenda
to take over Hydro and feed profits
to outside investors. We have a good
strong public power system that I
believe will continue to serve us well
into the future, with energy made less
of carbon more hydro and maybe
hydrogen.
Don Paul
South Slocan

Slocan decisions

On September 10, 2008, at the
regular monthly Slocan Village council
meeting, citizens were treated to a
vintage Slocan council decision.
After years of scheduling a regular
15-minute question period at each
council meeting, this practice was
abruptly terminated. One can only
speculate as to the reason for the
termination of the question period,
but the answer may lie in the fact that
the council resented repeated queries
about the so-called “Integrity Report”
which cost the Village $45,000 in legal
fees for something which is considered
confidential in its entirety and from
which the Village has discerned no
results. What is there left to citizens
wishing to question the council, except
a written letter to each councillor to be
dealt with under correspondence? This
is just what Don Currie did.
Don Currie submitted a list of 13
questions, all of which gave councillors
the option of circling yes or no and/or
a comment. All of the questions related
to matters of vital concern to villagers
and should be within the immediate
knowledge of each councillor.
This council in its infinite wisdom,
instructed the new CAO to research and
answer questions, as long as they did
not pertain to confidential matters, and
then tote up the cost to the taxpayers
of this research! If the councillors had
answered the questions themselves
there would have been NO cost to the
taxpayers and they would have been
doing their duty as councillors.
One is left once again to speculate
on the reason for this decision. Is it
because, after six years on council, they
remain ignorant of Village issues? Is it
because they have become so arrogant
they believe that citizens have no
right to know about Village matters?
Is it because they are so lazy and
incompetent that they will not put in the
few minutes necessary to answer? Is it
because they wish to further discourage
citizens from attempting to exercise
their democratic rights? Or is it that they
wish to discredit the person asking the
questions, by demonstrating to other
villagers the cost and disruption this
person is causing?
It is the latter that I believe to be the
reason for the resolution. It is however
the most ironic reason of all, considering
that this present council has spent at
least $64,000 on useless legal fees paid
to Lower Mainland legal vultures! It is
a last, vain hope of this council that the
costs of this “research” incurred by our
new CAO will somehow obliterate all
memory of the Council’s flagrant misuse
of Village funds.
With the exception of councillor
John Gates, all councillors voted for
the resolution to pass the matter over to
our newly hired CAO. Councillor Gates
also researched a question pertaining to
water meters and passed on the results.
He was the only councillor showing
any concern.
This is an example of the work
this present council does, or does not
do. It is urgent that concerned citizens
consider putting their names forward in
the forthcoming civic election.
Sylvia H. Currie
Slocan
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Anti-planning activists create stir at Area H North OCP open house
by Art Joyce
An open house was held at the
Bosun Hall in New Denver September
11 to release the draft version of the
Official Community Plan (OCP) for
Area H North. Hosted by RDCK
planner Meeri Durand and Area H
Director Don Munro, the meeting
was disrupted briefly by anti-planning
activists from the south valley.
Durand had barely begun speaking
when Walter Popoff, candidate for Area
H Director in the upcoming RDCK
elections, rose to speak. Popoff said that
while he was aware that Area H North
residents had been surveyed regarding
planning, he took issue with the fact
that 48% of residents responded to the
survey, and 80% of those approved
of planning – which he said was “not
necessarily a majority.” Popoff asked
Durand to consider Area H North
becoming part of the Area H South
plebiscite asking whether people want
to opt out of further planning. Director
Munro pointed out that the voting
turnout for the last RDCK election
was only 21%, so a 48% response rate
on any survey is considered excellent,
with an 80% approval rate a clear signal
in favour of planning. New Denver
Councillor Kate Campbell said she
thought a plebiscite might be a useful
way of settling the question once and
for all. Others felt the survey adequately

Silverton mayor’s
report

This is my final mayor’s report
before nominations and the November
15 elections. I am amazed at how
quickly the three-year term has gone
and how the political winds have
changed in Silverton.
First, let me say that everyone in
the Village has Silverton’s best interest
at heart, but we certainly have differing
ideas on how to accomplish those goals.
The most effective way to represent
the citizens is to have a dynamic
progressive council served by a variety
of community members.
I believe after the last election we
had exactly that situation. Council was
made up of new and older members
of the community, administrators and
community representatives, those
interested in representing Silverton
at the regional district and provincial
level, people wanting to protect our
quality of life through planning and
sharing of services with our neighbour
New Denver. Decisions around the
council table were negotiable and
mutual.
We as a council were shocked to
learn we had $300,000 in debt to repay
from the water upgrades and breakwater
project. We also had numerous lease
payments for computers, backhoe,
Village truck, fire equipment and a fire
truck. We had to decide how to pay this
debt. We decided that the $250,000 loan
for water would be repaid through an
increase in water rates. This was a very
unpopular decision but was necessary
as we realized that there would be major
water system maintenance required in
the coming years.
Council also came to the conclusion
that we needed to build a strong
administration, as it is the administration
that runs the day-to-day business of the
Village and provides continuity between
elections. We set aside funds for training

reflected their wishes. Several people
objected to Popoff using the occasion to
politic for his election campaign.
One man from the south valley then
began shouting that the “entire RDCK
planning process is fraudulent,” but
failed to substantiate his accusation
with any facts. He was quickly shouted
down by most of the audience. APC
Chair Liza Ireland calmly explained
that every effort has been made to
gather as many opinions from the
public as possible on planning, with
every meeting advertised and an effort
to hold meetings at times convenient
for working families.
The man also claimed that
APC members had been tipping the
balance in their favour by distributing
more surveys to supporters. Munro
explained that surveys were given a
mass distribution by mailbox drop
to every home. Ireland said the APC
invites people to call or write with
submissions, and “we have discussed
every single comment that has been
made.” Interestingly, the draft OCP
contains a statement under ‘broad
goals’ that regulations be kept to a
minimum.
Durand said the most significant
changes in the latest OCP draft are
due mostly to changes in the Local
Government Act that require the
Regional District to adopt greenhouse

gas reduction strategies. This has
impacted subdivision development,
particularly along the lakefront as it
concerns removal of bush and effects
on wildlife and fish habitat. The idea is
to maintain ‘green space’ and reduce
urban sprawl that contributes to more
travel and therefore more emissions.
Effluent discharges from homes or
developments, such as grey water or
sewage, are not allowed into Slocan or
Summit Lakes. Also newly mandated
are growth management strategies –
ironic, Durand said, given the fact that
we are actually living in an area of
declining residential population.
Durand invited the audience to
write directly on RDCK maps to
indicate where missing trail networks
are, or on Land Use Plan maps, where
designations need to be corrected. ALR
(Agricultural Land Reserve) properties
have been automatically designated
agricultural and the Regional District
is unable to change these because this
conflicts with provincial jurisdiction.
ALR lands in Area H North are
concentrated in the Hills and Summit
Lake areas. Some requests for changed
designations, such as in the Enterprise
Creek area, were not allowed due
to the hazard from the wildfire and
subsequent increased water flow. She
acknowledged that there seemed to be
some puzzling exceptions made in the

past to granting building permits in
floodplain areas such as along Wilson
Creek in Rosebery. The maps will be
made available for public viewing and
comment at the New Denver Village
Hall.
Sandon in the past drafted its
own OCP that was never adopted, but
Durand has tried to incorporate as many
of the principles in that plan as possible,
in particular the emphasis on preserving

heritage values.
Durand emphasized that before any
bylaw or zoning plans go to the RDCK
rural affairs committee for ratification
they must first be subject to public
hearings.
“You can’t as a local government
adopt any form of bylaw without
public consultation, with the only
exceptions being noise, litter and
nuisance bylaws.”

by Jan McMurray
Columbia Wireless is expanding
its high-speed internet service up
the Slocan Valley. On September 6,
equipment was placed on the Sky
Castle Lookout tower south of Slocan
City. In October, the company hopes to
have a tower on Idaho Peak.
Ben Leslie, CEO of Columbia
Wireless, a Nelson company, reported
that they did a scout tour by helicopter
in early August, looking for sites for
new towers in the Slocan Valley.
With a tower on Idaho Peak, Leslie
said, “It looks like we would get a
large percentage of New Denver and
Silverton for sure, and then south to the
big rock bluff in front of Slocan City.
So it should complement our existing
service perfectly.” He said that with
equipment on Idaho Peak, Columbia

Wireless would have about 85% of the
valley between Winlaw and Rosebery
covered.
Leslie explained that he has been
talking to the Ministry of Forests about
the Idaho Peak site. “We are discussing
what we could do in conjunction with
what they have there – and if it doesn’t
work out, we could put up a 32’ mast
outside of their boundary.”
He said there were three options for
the Idaho site: put the equipment on the
existing lookout tower; put up a new
tower within Ministry of Forests land;
or put up a tower outside of ministry
land. The company now has seven
towers and covers the entire Kootenay
Lake Valley, including the east shore,
and a good portion of the Slocan Valley.
All the company’s new towers are solar
powered.

and salary increases as staff matured
in their positions. I am proud of the
dedication and hard work the staff has
committed to Silverton.
Amalgamating the Silverton
Volunteer Fire Department with the New
Denver department was not without its
controversy. The reality is that Silverton
cannot afford the cost of a modern fire
department, or meet the training and
manpower requirements.
Council purchased a generator
for the water pumphouse, along with
security fencing. The generator has
turned out to be a blessing with all
the power outages the village has
experienced. Not once did we have to
do without water.
While paying down debt, we were
also able to make major purchases
outright, and not incur any more debt. We
bought new computers, a photocopier,
the generator and fencing.
Council also decided to begin
the process of renewing our Official
Community Plan, which was last
updated in 1996. We have run into some
delays with Smart Growth BC but I am
confident that they now have the process
back on track.
Silverton ran a trial period of
combined garbage service with New
Denver, along with the sharing of our
backhoe. We received positive feedback
from both New Denver and Silverton
administration and public works. Shared
garbage provided efficient collection
and many health and safety benefits for
the employees. Selling a 50% stake in
our backhoe would have allowed us to
pay off the backhoe lease.
In mid 2007, a byelection was held
to fill the vacancy left by Stephanie
Masun, and the balance of power in
council changed. The new council
rejected the proposals to work with New
Denver. Instead we are now saddled
with a $1,000 monthly payment for
five years on the backhoe, and 100% of
the operating costs. New Denver would
have paid 50% of the operating costs

through joint ownership.
The council in 2005 had begun
the process of applying for a 2010
legacy grant for renovations to the
Memorial Hall. These included new
washrooms, storage, floor refinishing,
fire suppression, air conditioning and
audio visual equipment. In 2006 the
current council realized that the project
was beyond the Village’s means, as we
had to come up with 50% of the cost.
So we scaled the renovation back. We
were successful in obtaining a grant
for $88,000. The Village’s matching
$88,000 came from a tourism grant and
the sale of land.
With the project scaled back, we
still ran into many unexpected costs,
building code requirements, material
and labour cost increases; consequently,
the project had to be cut back even
further. Water, electrical and septic all
had to be upgraded. The furnace had
to be moved and will probably need
replacing. I have asked that no further
work be undertaken until the current
renovations are complete and we have
a full accounting to date.
In late 2007 council decided to
purchase a new tractor for public
works and sell the old one. Although
administration had wanted to purchase
the tractor outright, some council
members thought it was prudent to
finance the new tractor, placing another
burden of a monthly lease payment on
the Village.
During budget and staffing
committee meetings in 2008, some
council members felt staffing levels
were too high and costly for a Village
of just 185 people. It was decided to
cut the office staff down to just the
administrator, with the chief financial
officer coming in two days a month,
down from two days a week. Open
office hours were reduced to three days
a week, 10 am to 4 pm. The decision was
also made not to hire a summer student
and the Village office would simply be
closed in case of sickness or vacation.

The result is an overworked Village
administrator who does not have enough
time to perform her duties. When
mistakes are made, items missed or
a job is not completed, some council
members are quick to be critical of the
administration.
Our Chief Financial Officer recently
left when her honesty and integrity
was called in to question by a council
member over $400 in travel expenses
at a public council meeting. This is no
way for some council members to treat
Village employees. Employees need
to be treated with courtesy and respect
and should there be an issue, it should
be handled through the mayor’s chair,
not in public.
At a recent meeting I was accused
of being less than friendly and/or cooperative with various community
groups. Over the past few weeks there
have been instances where these groups
have either chosen not to co-operate with
the Village or to withdraw support.
Let me make it clear that I respect
and value the many volunteer groups
that serve Silverton. They do valuable
work, help the local economy and raise
thousands of dollars for Village events
and improvements to our facilities.
What I do object to is volunteer groups
trying to control running of the day-today business of the Village, taking over
Village properties (the Memorial Hall)
on a handshake deal, or proceeding with
renovations of Village properties without
all the permits, licensed contractors for
trade work and explicit permission
of council. Volunteers also need to
be cautious that they do not replace
work normally done by Village staff
or contractors. If this makes me less
than co-operative to volunteer groups,
so be it.
Some $70,000 in grants and
donations have been raised for kitchen
renovations and fire suppression in the
Memorial Hall. This is great news but
I do ask that a detailed costing and a
renovation plan be presented to council.

I simply do not want to see the Village
incurring unexpected costs when we
have so many other issues to deal with.
The Village has many items that
require our attention besides the dayto-day administrative duties. Our water
system needs ongoing repairs and
upgrades. The engineer’s report states we
need a second reservoir and our current
reservoir is in need of repair. We need a
second well – the current pump and well
sometimes runs up to 23 hours a day.
The arena needs to be made functional
again. Council just voted to contribute
$8,000 to assist with (hopefully) getting
it operational this year. The children’s
playground needs improvements, and
a former resident generously donated
$7,500 for the purpose. The campground
needs improved washrooms and the
addition of shower facilities. The
campground actually makes money for
the attendants and the Village. We need a
new permanent raft for Coopers’ beach.
The creek dykes need repair, as does the
breakwater and walkway. The Silverton
Gallery needs repairs.
Council needs to look at the big
picture and consider the needs of the
whole Village and its obligations to
other levels of government. We need
to let administration run the day-to-day
business without council interference.
We need to treat our Village employees
with the professionalism, dignity and
respect they deserve. We need to provide
the training and tools for the staff to do
their jobs.
Nominations for mayor and council
open at the end of the month. The best
way to have fair and open government
is to have a full slate of candidates so
the citizens can decide which direction
they want the Village to go. I encourage
everyone to serve at least one term on
council.
It has been a pleasure to serve the
people of Silverton the past three years.
The insight and experience I have gained
has been invaluable.
John Everett, Mayor

Columbia Wireless expands
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Slocan council, September 10: Village endorses curling club’s liquor licence
by Don Currie
•The Village will advise the
Liquor Control and Licensing Branch
that it supports the application of the
Slocan Curling Club for a Liquor
Primary Licence. The club has been
without a primary licence for years
and has required a special occasion
licence for each of its events. The
decision followed an August 21
meeting between CAO Shana
Paivarinta, two members of council
and two members of the curling club
executive. At the meeting, the CAO
was asked to prepare a Licence to
Occupy for the curling club, setting
out five conditions for the club’s use
of the Village-owned curling rink
facility. The five terms are: the club
will file a regular schedule of curling
times with the Village; club members
will sign a code of conduct; incidents
are to be reported to council and dealt
with in camera; the club will provide
a list of key holders; and alcohol will
only be served at curling events.
•Council denied the request of
Sly Brillon, Director/Treasurer of
08282690 BC Ltd., for water service
to a planned development outside the
Village boundary. Council instructed
staff to develop a policy for water
connection applications.
•A progress report on organizing
a library committee showed a good
response to an appeal for volunteers.
Council has $3,250 left in the 2008
budget for the project. Councillor
Madeleine Perriere represents
council on the committee. An appeal
for more volunteers will be posted.
The next meeting in September will
appoint a chair and develop terms of
reference. The committee will report
to council monthly.
•Council weighed the benefits
and disadvantages of the removal
of a power pole at the boat launch.
The pole is located in an area that is
problematic for sailboat launchings.
The options included paying Fortis
to run lines underground and repay
Fortis for the work in instalments;
rerouting the lines over existing
CPR property, which is currently the
subject of a multi-party negotiation
on use and ownership; or defering
the matter to next year’s budget.
Council instructed the CAO to bring
the matter before council when
preparing the 2009 budget.
•Council denied a request by a
resident for permission for a block
party. Staff was directed to meet with

the resident to discuss alternatives.
CAO Paivarinta cautioned that
because council had no control over
such events and it would take place
on Village streets, it would not be
covered by the Village’s insurance
policy.
•Council directed the CAO to
advise the City of Grand Forks that
Slocan will participate in a workshop
on December 3-4 for incoming
elected officials. The workshop
concerns the responsibilities and
duties of councillors and CAOs in
the local government structure.
•Council approved travel for
CAO Paivarinta to attend the
Local Government Management
Association (LGMA) meetings in
the West Kootenays.
•Council supported the proposal
of Councillor John Gates to proceed
with a grant-in-aid request for $500
from the RDCK toward the annual
Halloween Hoot.
•Works foreman Tim Hill
reported that a fire hydrant
maintenance program was in place
requiring inspections spring and fall.
A record of inspections would be
kept for Fire Underwriters Insurance.
Renovations of the new library were
reaching completion.
•Councillor Gates reported
that RDCK board priorities for
2009/2010 were endorsed and
included community sustainability
planning principles dealing with
climate change and carbon neutrality,
water and sewer management and
electronic records management. The
RDCK will build “the best transit
system in BC,” move forward on
the Creston Community Complex,
and work to amalgamate emergency
services.
•Council received a cheque for
$1,214 from the Municipal Insurance
Association of BC representing the
Village of Slocan’s share of 2007
dividends.
•Council received notice from
the Province that Ray Caouette, a
candidate in the February byelection,
had failed to file disclosure
statements.
•Council gave final reading to
Repeal Bylaw #575, which repeals
the Village of Slocan Employment
Policy Bylaw #431 and Freedom of

Information Bylaw #461. Council
gave final reading to Bylaw #576,
a bylaw to establish the officer
positions of the Village of Slocan
and establish the powers, duties and
function of such officers. Under
Schedule A of Bylaw #576 item
(p), the CAO is now authorized
to carry out all duties, powers and
functions as head of the Village
under the Freedom of Information
and Protection of Privacy Act, except
the power to delegate this duty. The
CAO is also empowered to carry
out all duties, powers and functions
as approving officer under the Land
Title Act. Schedule B of the bylaw
adopted the code of ethics and
conduct for councillors regarding
conflict of interest.
•Council gave the first two
readings to a Council Procedures
Bylaw designed to replace Bylaw
#550 that has been in effect since July
2005. The bylaw is a requirement
of Section 124 of the Community
Charter. The new draft bylaw has
nine parts, covering schedule and
notice of meetings, public attendance
at council meetings, rules and
procedures at council meetings,
minutes, bylaws, resolutions and
council committees. Before final
adoption of the new Procedures
Bylaw, Council must give public
notice describing the proposed
changes.
•Council gave first two readings
to a bylaw to adopt a Temporary
Loan Bylaw designed to protect
the Village in the event of a failure
of Villagers to pay their taxes. The
bylaw would permit the Village
to borrow funds equivalent to the

amount of unpaid taxes. When
the taxes were paid they would be
applied to the loan. The bylaw is in
accordance with Section 177 of the
Community Charter.
•Council referred to the CAO
a list of questions from resident
Don Currie, addressed to mayor
and council, with an instruction
that the CAO could answer the
questions provided they are not part
of confidential in camera council
business and further that the CAO
was to record staff time utilized

to research and respond to the
questions. Currie submitted the
written questions, pointing out
that since council had dropped the
public question period there was no
opportunity for the public to place
verbal questions before council.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

Community is invited to a…

HARVEST FESTIVAL
At Lucerne School, September 30, 9:30-12:30
Come and celebrate the Fall Bounty and the School Garden!
Bring your products for display and tasting:
Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables,
Jams and Preserves
Breads and Baking
Show off:
Nature Art, Fall Photos
and Farm Animals.
Join in the Activities!
Apple Pressing, Stone Soup Making, Garden Clean-up and
Composting, Bulb Planting, Fort Building, Games, Craft
Table, Music and Eating!

Bring all entries for display to the school by 3 pm Monday, Sept 29
Wanted: Volunteers, Canning Jars, Fruit (especially
juicing apples, we will pick!) and Vegetables.
Contact: Chiyoko at Lucerne: 358-7222, or Julia 358-2745
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Biologist Wayne McCrory hosts workshop on non-lethal bear aversion tactics
a great distance. Bears are extremely
intelligent and powerful and can easily
bend steel lids on dumpsters or figure
out ways to get at garbage by opening
unsecured doors.
Bears do not need human help to
keep fed. McCrory said he’s never seen
the berry crops in the mountains fully
fail, although it fluctuates from year to
year. Bears can also eat alfalfa, clover,
and even ants, so there are natural
food sources easily available to them.
Sometimes female bears will favour
residential areas because it’s easier for
her to guarantee safety for her cubs
from male bears. The simplest solution
to the habituating effect of garbage is
to use proper bear-proof containers.
A zero tolerance policy is needed at
municipal and provincial legislative
levels, ensuring fines for those who fail
to abide by bylaws.
Bears work and live within a
dominance hierarchy, McCrory
explained, and communicate through
body language, sounds and smells,
communicating with people the same
as with each other. It’s important to
watch for dominance signs, such as
staring you in the eye, bluff charging,
stamping the ground, huffing and
other ritualized displays of aggression
like standing on their hind legs. When
confronted in such a way, it’s important
to display dominance rather than fear,
and to never travel in backcountry areas
without bear spray. When bears are in
human areas they are off-balance, so
it’s important to take advantage of that

to impress upon them that they don’t
belong in our ‘territory.’
The worst types of bear aggression
have occurred when people take
unleashed dogs into parks (which is
against park regulations) that chase
mother bears, leading them back to
the person and sometimes leading
to mauling. In rare cases there are
predatory attacks, where a bear moves
directly toward a person, eyes focused,
rushing the person and making full
contact. Any reports of a bear following
someone with food or rushing people
need to be reported immediately.
True aggression is not accompanied
by ritualized displays, McCrory said.
Submissive behaviours include fleeing
or climbing a tree, averting eye contact,
showing you their side or backside, and
tentative foot movements.
Noisemakers such as sirens,
bangers, firecracker-like ‘whizzers’
and 12-guage crackers are effective
for officers ‘hazing’ a bear to leave
the area. McCrory advised caution in
using bear spray, since once it’s let off
it can actually be an attractant. Spray is
best used within 20 feet of a bear, yet
in 15 years McCrory says he’s never
had to use it. Rubber bullets are best
used at a distance of 60 feet and are
extremely effective deterrents, aimed
at the bear’s rump. When improperly
used, deterrents can cause severe injury
or death. Lethal backup is essential as
a last resort, especially with grizzlies.
It’s vitally important not to separate a
mother and cubs, and deterrents need to

by Jan McMurray
Area H Director Don Munro has
changed his mind and has decided to
run again for the regional district seat
in the upcoming election.
Peter Kabel, who announced
his intention to run last month, has
decided to support Munro instead.
“Once I heard Don was going to throw
his hat in the ring one more time,
I told him I’d support him 100%,”
said Kabel.
The pair has come up with a
collaborative approach – if Munro
wins the seat, he will appoint Kabel
as his alternate and the two men will
divide up the responsibilities of Area
H director between them, according
to their interests and skills.

Kabel highlighted the importance
of Munro’s experience on the RDCK
board, and says that together, they
will be able to work better with the
community.
Munro described the partnership
as “an ideal situation.” He says it
solves one of the problems he has
always had with the job – “that you’re
on your own, with no colleagues like
Village councillors have to bounce
ideas off of.”
Also, he says Kabel brings a lot to
the table. “Peter has a lot of knowledge
in the area of water, as it relates to
potable water and independent power
projects. He also has a background and
interest in recreation and trails. One of
the reasons I was supporting Peter’s

candidacy is that he has demonstrated
an interest in the community – and
I think that is the best indicator, as
opposed to other reasons people
choose to run.”
Munro says he decided to run
again because there are things he
wants to complete. He explained
that when he was supporting Kabel’s
candidacy, the two were having
meetings about the Area H portfolio,
and three issues surfaced that he
has major concerns about. One is
the water system upgrade in South
Slocan, which he thought would
be underway by the election, but
has been stalled. Another was the
regional park in Sandon – Munro is
still working with government to get

by Jan McMurray
A proposal for the Koch Creek
project will not be submitted in BC
Hydro’s current Clean Power Call,
reports Darcy Fear, independent
power project proponent from
Crescent Valley. He will put forward
a proposal for the Fosthall Creek
project, with changed plans for the
transmission lines.
“The current BC Hydro Request
for Proposal contains several
provisions that we think are too
onerous for the Koch project. In light
of these provisions, we have decided
to hold our submission until future
proposal calls,” said Fear.
He explained that the current
power call is quite different from
previous ones. The key difference is
that in the last call, 33% of the energy
could be produced during freshet;
this time, it is down to 25%.
“It makes it too tough, so we’ll

wait until next time,” said Fear.
He conceded that it was probably
best to wait, to give them time to
finish up all the environmental
studies for the project.
The Licence of Occupation
and Water Rights application to
the Integrated Land Management
Bureau (ILMB) for the Koch project
was made in June. “It will probably
take another year to get through that,
and then there will probably be more
studies, so it’s better to complete all
that before going for a contract with
BC Hydro.”
Comments from the public on
the ILMB application were being
accepted until July 18. Fear says he
hasn’t seen them yet, but has heard
there are quite a few. He says they
will “go through them all and deal
with them.”
The Fosthall project, about 10
km north of Nakusp and across the

lake, is “99% done,” according to
Fear, “so we’ll try for a contract with
BC Hydro on that one.”
The original plans for the
transmission line to go north to
Pingston have changed. The line
is now planned to head south and
underground to cross the lake to
Nakusp.
“There were some issues crossing
Pingston Canyon, so we found this
route to be better. And BC Hydro
really needs power in Nakusp,
because Nakusp is at the end of the
road with BC Hydro’s system. So
this will help stabilize the grid,”
explained Fear.
Fear reported that the BC
Transmission Corporation had just
begun the interconnection study on
the new route. “It will take three to
six months before we know what
they have to say.”
The new route is about the same

be used on the mother, not the cubs. A
noisemaker fired above treed cubs can
sometimes help reunite them with the
mother so she can move them out of
the area. Electric fences on residential
properties are a useful deterrent but it’s
important that they’re properly installed
and maintained and of predator, not
livestock strength.

Corporal Bowden expressed
concern with local sentiments that
bears should just be left alone, and said
residents need to be more consistently
aggressive toward them. Bowden will
work with Evelyn Kirkaldy to have
bear avoidance signs made that can be
posted in the New Denver campsite and
downtown area.

PHOTO CREDIT: ART JOYCE

by Art Joyce
Bear biologist Wayne McCrory
hosted local RCMP officers at his
home September 10 for a presentation
on non-lethal bear aversion tactics.
In attendance were Corporal Todd
Bowden and Constable Stephane
Drouin from the Slocan Lake
detachment, Constable Tania Finn from
the Nakusp detachment, Bob Fuhr, BC
Parks Ranger for Valhalla and Goat
Range Provincial Parks, Erica Mallam
of the Valhalla Wilderness Society, and
BearSmart program representatives
Gillian Sanders (North Kootenay Lake)
and Evelyn Kirkaldy (Slocan Valley).
McCrory said the Slocan Valley
is the first area in the province to
broaden the scope of the BearSmart
program beyond municipalities to
include regional districts and parks.
Conservation Officers (COs) are so
few that the RCMP and park rangers
are often in the position of being ‘first
responders’ to bear situations. McCrory
distributed a manual on effective
response tactics to black bears based
on experience gained in Whistler.
Grizzlies can be more difficult, so the
same tactics may not work with them.
The reason bears get into trouble
is that, starting in July, bears need to
gain a third of their body weight in
preparation for hibernation. They are
opportunistic feeders (omnivores) and
McCrory’s research shows they seem
to love garbage most of all, even where
salmon streams are present. Their keen
sense of smell can detect garbage from

Constable Stephane Drouin demonstrates the noisemaker 12 guage shells
used to scare off bears while biologist Wayne McCrory looks on. McCrory held
a workshop for RCMP, parks personnel and BearSmart program coordinators
on non-lethal techniques of managing human-bear conflicts.

Don Munro will run again in Area H with Peter Kabel’s support
a free crown grant. The third is the
planning process.
Munro says he has had very
positive feedback from people about

this partnership approach. “I’ve really
enjoyed the job, and I’ve had a lot of
encouragement from people to run
again,” he said.

Peter Kabel and Don Munro have announced a partnership in the upcoming Area H election.

Koch Creek IPP on hold; Fosthall goes ahead with changed powerline route
length as the old one. It travels 17
km down Saddle Mountain Road and
then 4 km under the lake. It comes
out at Rothchild Point, where Pope &
Talbot used to be located. Fear reports
that Rothchild Point Enterprises has
given them an easement across the
private land so that the line can reach
the substation.
Fear says that if they are
successful in their bid for a contract
with BC Hydro, the Fosthall project
would likely be up and running in
spring 2011. He said the contract
would be awarded in June or July

Read the
Valley Voice
online:
www.valleyvoice.ca

2009, and it would take two years
to build the project.
“We’ve done a lot of work on
Fosthall, and it is a really solid
project. It has lots of good things
going for it,” commented Fear.

WANTED
TO BUY:

CEDAR AND
PINE POLES
John Shantz
• 250-308-7941 (cell)

Please contact: Gorman
Brothers Lumber Ltd.

250-547-9296
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uses for timber such as biofuels, pulp
as well as higher value products,” said
Bell.
Last week, Bell announced $600,000
in funding for research to help grow
BC’s wood bioenergy sector.
The ministry has provided $300,000
to the FPInnovations forest research
institute, $200,000 to the University of
British Columbia, and $100,000 to the
University of Victoria for a research
partnership focused on availability of
wood biomass, harvesting and delivery
equipment and systems, and economic
analysis.
Specific research topics include:
assessing inventory supplies by region
and timeframe; developing a model

to estimate costs for delivering wood
biomass resources in areas with different
terrain and climate conditions; assessing
forest transportation infrastructure;
return on investment from recovering
different sources of wood biomass; and
expanding wood pellet markets.
“As we mark National Forest Week,
I am honoured to celebrate a heritage, a
true trust that we have been provided by
our ancestors,” said Bell in a statement
on the occasion. “And it is a time for us
to look to the future of forestry. Maybe
it looks a little different than the forest
industry that I remember as a kid and
the forest industry that I worked in the
1990s.
“Solid wood and pulp are still going

to be key components of the forest
sectors as we move forward in the 21st
century.
“But it is also about new products
and new services that we can provide to
the public – whether it is energy, pellets,
biofuels or new high-value building
products.”
Bell has established four key
objectives for the ministry: maximizing
the growth opportunity of our forests
by giving more thought to growing
trees; maximizing value from our
forests by eliminating waste left behind
after harvesting; using more wood
in large commercial and institutional
buildings; and expanding into the
Chinese market.

submitted
The Province of BC is making
improvements to the programs available
from the $129 million Community
Development Trust to better meet the
needs of forest workers, Community
Development Minister Blair Lekstrom
recently announced.
“We’ve had great interest in each of
our trust programs since we launched
the supports earlier this year, and the
adjustments we’re making today will
ensure the program continues to meet
the needs of the people it was initially
designed to serve,” said Lekstrom.
“Over the last couple of months, staff
have met with affected workers and
communities to share the benefits of the
program and to hear how we can make
it even better. Today’s changes reflect
their feedback.”
The Province has made a number of
changes to support the forest industry.
For example, first aid and truck driving
schools will now be included in
approved courses. Job search services
will be included and funded as part of
tuition, and the cost of books will be

covered within the $5,000 limit. On a
case-by-case basis, education/training
outside BC may be considered.
The Community Development
Trust includes a $17.25-million Tuition
Assistance Fund, offering forest
workers facing layoff opportunities to
upgrade their skills, knowledge and
education; an $85.5-million Transitional
Assistance for Older Workers program
to help older forest workers transition
to retirement; and a $26.25-million

Job Opportunities Program to provide
short-term employment opportunities,
including $2 million in direct assistance
to both Mackenzie and Fort St. James,
two of BC’s most forestry-dependent
and highly impacted communities.
For more information on the
Community Development Trust and
to inquire about applying for assistance
visit www.labour.gov.bc.ca/CDT online,
or phone 1-877-238-8882 toll free or
250 387-5349 in Victoria.

submitted
The Association of BC Forest
Professionals (ABCFP) is encouraging
dialogue between the public and forest
professionals through the introduction
of a public area on its online discussion
forum.
The forum gives users the
opportunity to exchange information
and participate in discussions about
the association, the forestry profession,
forest management, ecosystem
management and other related topics.
“We hope the public discussions
on the forum will be a cyber
classroom where professionals and
non-professionals can learn from
each other and share their opinions on
forestry related topics,” says ABCFP

president Al Balogh, RPF. “Public
discussions on the forum will help
you see forestry management through
the eyes of professionals and feedback
from the public will bring new issues
and points of view to the attention of
members and staff.”
The Association of BC Forest
Professionals, established in 1947, is the
largest professional forestry association
in Canada with approximately 5,300
members. The association registers
and regulates professional foresters and
forest technologists under authority of
the provincial Foresters Act.
To register for the forum, visit
www.abcfp.ca and click on the
discussion forum link on the left side
of the homepage.

New ‘lump sum’ timber sale licence announced by Forests Minister
by Jan McMurray
On Monday, Minister of Forests and
Range Pat Bell announced a new form of
timber sale licence aimed at eliminating
waste left in the forest.
“We’re calling it ‘lump sum sales,’”
explained Bell during a media conference
call. “We’ll mark the area on the map,
and bidders will bid a ‘lump sum’ for
the whole licence area, as opposed to
submitting a bid based on ‘per cubic
metre.’ So it encourages people to use
every piece of fibre in that stand.”
Licences are being advertised this
fall by BC Timber Sales business areas.
Bell says they have identified 12 areas to
be sold in 2008 under the new licence,
and they will be in “every district of the
province – certainly in all of the three

regions – coast, northern interior and
southern interior.”
The areas that will be up for ‘lump
sum sale’ will be stands affected by
mountain pine beetle, stands affected
with other forest health issues, and some
good quality stands as well, said Bell.
He said there was specific interest in
beetle kill wood because of the amount
of waste associated with it.
This is a pilot project. The results
of the new timber sale licence initiative
will be evaluated before determining
whether to expand the program.
“Through this innovative timber sale
licence, we’re exploring more effective
ways to market timber. We’re also redefining value-added by exploring the
potential for new and non-traditional
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A toast to
community-based forestry
from all of us at SIFCo
SIFCo office is located at the Spicer Centre in Winlaw
Box 189 • Winlaw, BC V0G 2J0
250-226-7012 • Email: info@sifco.ca

Province offers displaced forestry workers training and incentives

At Springer Creek Forest Products, we take pride in our
work. It shows in the quality of our product.
During National
Forests Week,
September 21-27,
we want to salute
the hard-working
employees and
contractors
that make our
communities a
better place to
live in.

Association of BC Forest Professionals seeking input

OPEN HOUSE and FIELD EXCURSION
KASLO COMMUNITY FOREST
Open House

Friday, September 26, 2008
3:00 pm to 8:30 pm
Kaslo Community Forest Office

Topics

Reconnaissance work done on potential logging blocks to date
Wildfire interface blocks
General interest in general land-use planning on operating area

Field Excursion

Friday, September 26, 2008
9:00 am to 12 Noon
Meet at Kaslo Community Forest Office

The forest managers are offering a field trip into the license area

Topics

Timber harvest blocks
Wildfire interface

DEDICATED TO QUALITY
MANUFACTURED WITH PRIDE

Kaslo & District Community Forest Society
#202 312 4th Ave • PO Box 1360
Kaslo, BC V0G 1M0
Ph: 250-353-9677 • Fax: 250-353-9678
Email: kcfs@netidea.com
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New Denver council, September 9: RCMP attend to explain diminished presence
by Leah Main
•Corporal Todd Bowden and
Constable Stephane Drouin were invited
to discuss recent issues regarding
apparent diminished police presence in
the community, and to explain some of
the reasons for this.
There have been many comments
made throughout the community that
“we now have more police here, but
we see less of them.” This has been a
concern to local governments as well
as to residents.
Bowden explained that the new
national back-up policy, generated
from RCMP Ottawa headquarters
and implemented on February 5 this
year, requires that two officers attend
any callout involving violence or the
potential for violence, among other
specified situations. In order to fulfill
this mandate, two officers must be listed
on the call board at all times. Those
officers can be on shift or ‘on call’ or
a combination of the two. However,
being on call means that officer must
be within responding distance, and in
communication, creating a situation
where the three officers at our detachment
have virtually no time off.
Add to this the fact that an officer
may be away at a training course, or
in court, or unavailable for some other
reason. The remaining two officers
have to stay on duty until his return.
Sometimes it is possible to call for backup from a neighbouring detachment, but
this is not always the case.
Corporal Bowden pointed out,
“On a semi-frequent basis, members
exceed 30 days straight on shift or on
call. Fatigue is a big issue. We have
advanced our concerns up the chain of
command, and said that we need more
bodies here – three is not enough to be
sustainable. We’re running the risk of
burn-out. We are locally seeing within
the current back-up policy an increase in
officer use of time off in lieu of monetary
compensation as traditionally preferred.
It is however often that officers taking
time off be required to remain in on-call
status for those periods. This also takes
its toll on officers’ family lives.”
He reported that his superiors
are listening, and actively examining

possible solutions, and that while local
officers appreciate the increased level
of safety under this policy, it comes
with its own new challenges, such as
the perception that we have less police
coverage now than we had when the
detachment had less staff.
The national back-up policy results
mainly from the deaths of two RCMP
officers who responded alone to calls of
a possible impaired driver and a noisy
party respectively in Nunavut and the
Northwest Territories in 2007.
On the more positive side, Bowden
said, “You do have a very peaceful town.
The town is generally very well selfpoliced.” Vandalism surfaces as a more
frequent local issue and he commented
that of the five vandalisms reported
in New Denver since January, three
have been solved, and they are making

progress on one of the other two.
Bowden would also like to see
more activities available for youth, and
suggested the Slocan Youth Centre as an
impressive working model to examine.
He and Drouin both indicated the
detachment would be in strong support
if such an initiative got under way.
Council generally agreed with
this assessment of the situation, and
expressed hope that it will improve in
the future.
•Public Affairs reported that the
Garlic Fest set an attendance record
this year, and that things went very
well, with the exception of dogs being
tied up to trees just outside the festival
grounds. They will work with the Garlic
Fest committee to develop a solution
to this.
•The Kohan Garden irrigation

system has been installed. This will
make life easier for the volunteers, who
previously had to irrigate with moveable
hoses, turning them on and off as needed
throughout the day.
•Plans have been drawn up for the
Reading Centre renovations. A building
permit will be applied for, and council
expects work to be underway soon.
•Council voted to apply to the
Community Tourism program for
funding to construct a gazebo in
Centennial Park.
•Council authorized Steve Deakoff
to attend a Small Water Systems
course in Cranbrook September 29-30.
Deakoff is working toward his Level 1
Certification as a Small Water System
Operator.
•Financial Statements were received
from the Kyowakai Society, which will

by Dan Nicholson
• Councillor Wiseman raised a
concern that some members of council
didn’t have secure email accounts.
Since sometimes confidential matters
are discussed in email communications,
Councillor Wiseman proposed a motion
that all email between council and
administration, and the Mayor and
Council immediately cease. The motion
had the support of Councillors Laktin
and Provan and passed. Wiseman also
said that in-camera minutes should be
put in a sealed envelope.
• Councillor Wiseman also
expressed concerns about the way
council was treating village volunteers.
“Quite frankly, I’m disgusted at the
way this council has treated volunteers.
There’s mistrust, distrust and leeriness
[on the part of] volunteers taking on
projects. The spirit of our volunteers
is at its lowest point in years. I blame
Mayor Everett.”
• Wiseman also questioned some
travel expenses billed to the village by
Elaine Rogers, the village bookkeeper.
Mayor Everett noted that Ms. Rogers
had worked many additional hours,
dealing with the village audit, and given
the village good value for its money.
“Are we questioning her integrity?”
Councillor Wiseman replied that

the Mayor, Elaine Rogers and Junko Ida
were all aware of a directive passed by
council earlier in the year, that no travel
expenses would be paid after June 30.
“What else is going on behind closed
doors? Things that have been resolved
haven’t been followed through on?”
Wiseman then proposed a motion that
the village’s expenses be accepted, save
the travel expenses billed by Rogers.
The motion passed.
• Councillor Bell indicated that she
would be conforming to the village’s
Animal Control Bylaw and had
found another home for her chickens.
Councillor Provan expressed concern
that Councillor Bell had deliberately

broken a bylaw. Councillor Bell has
long advocated a change to the bylaw.
“It’s easy to dismiss chickens without
seeing them,” she said.
• Mayor Everett again proposed that
the village adopt the boulevard bylaw,
as drawn up by village administration.
On the motion of Councillor Wiseman,
the matter was tabled until a new council
is sworn in.
• Councillor Provan reported that
the flag at Dewis Park needed to be
replaced.
• Councillor Laktin reported that
the varnish on the Memorial Benches
wasn’t holding up and that the raft was
falling apart.

Silverton council, September 9: Email policy questioned

be required to complete the Village’s
application to the Heritage Fund for
assistance toward new roofing. The
society also requested clarification of
whether the society or the Village is
responsible for maintenance of the fence
surrounding the centre. The Village
will write to the society confirming that
such maintenance is the responsibility
of the society. Council is pleased that
these matters are now being handled
in correspondence rather than just
verbally.
•Council gave three readings to a
bylaw increasing travel rates to 57¢ per
km, bringing this in line with rates paid
by other levels of government.
•The September 26 regular meeting
of council is cancelled, as all councillors
will be attending the Union of BC
Municipalities conference at that time.

WOOD PRESERVERS LTD.

BUYERS OF CEDAR
& PINE POLES
Mike Casey cell 344-8477
Offering planning, management
and sales for Woodlot Licences
and Private Land Owners.
P.O. Box 4,
Brisco, B.C. V0A 1B0

Phone (250) 346-3315
Fax (250) 346-3218

TOLL FREE 1-866-346-3315
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Area H Director Don Munro checks out the Classic Car show at the Slocan Valley Fall Fair.

The Nakusp Senior Quilters donated three quilts to the Nakusp RCMP detachment
at the Nakusp Fall Fair. The quilts are to be used to keep accident victims warm.

Heather Davidson and Cheryl Truax, two of the Nakusp Fall Fair’s 50
volunteers, admire the beautiful flower entries.
Slocan Councillor John Gates flips burgers at the Slocan Valley Fall Fair.

Rodney Koeneman of Nakusp
displayed two of his vintage engines.

Angus Jackson competed in the Zucchini
Races with his creation, ‘Spikemobile.’

September 26 - October 4
New Fall Hours:
Closed Sundays
Open Monday 4-9
Tuesday-Saturday 11 - 9

Original Bavarian Specialities • Imported German Beer
Fresh, original Italian Pizza!

Reservations recommended
265-0060

COMMUNITY
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her father, a multi-instrumentalist
sidewalk entertainer – through North
America and Australia at the age of
6. At 19, Nile moved to Vancouver
to see if she could launch a music
career. She took to hanging out at
the Railway Club, getting to know
people, swapping songs and ideas.
Last summer, she played on the
main stage for 20,000 people at

the Edmonton Folk Music Festival
– a long way from her humble
beginnings in a tiny cabin on Galiano
Island.
Adding to her Canadian Folk
Music Awards honours, Nile was
named Critic’s Favourite New
Discovery in Penguin Eggs, the
Canadian folk, roots and world music
magazine. Then in late 2007 she was

nominated for Best Contemporary
Vocalist once again at the Canadian
Folk Music Awards. As a sign of
her growing grassroots popularity,
Nile has been in the top 10 most
popular artists in her categories on
MySpace, reaching 1 in both Roots
and Americana in Canada.
For more information see www.
myspace.com/tnile.

submitted
Bruce Cockburn will perform a
special JumboWild benefit concert on
October 2 in Fort Steele Heritage Town.
Doors open at 7 pm and showtime is 8
pm. Tickets went on sale just a few weeks
ago, but the 490-seat Wild Horse Theatre
has been sold out. Or very nearly.

“There are a few tickets remaining
in West Kootenay outlets,” said Dave
Quinn, a Wildsight program manager.
“But all the East Kootenay tickets are
spoken for. Interest in this benefit concert
has been overwhelming.”
Quinn said that fans of Cockburn
and supporters of JumboWild can still

get tickets, though – for the best seats in
the house and for the thrill of meeting
Cockburn after the concert. The last
tickets are the auction tickets for the
front two rows.
“We already have a number of strong
bids for these, but some are still up for
grabs,” says Quinn. “These special tickets
include the chance to meet Bruce after
the show – a wonderful opportunity for
long-time fans of Cockburn’s music.”
Fans have until September 20 to
place a bid in the Front Row Centre
Auction by going to www.keepitwild.
ca to get the details. Quinn, like all
supporters of JumboWild, hopes for a
local resolution to the ongoing Glacier
Resort debate.
“The provincial government
promised residents of the East Kootenay
that the decision would be kept local,”
Quinn said. “We hope the excitement
and renewed commitment this concert
generates will encourage government
leaders to honour that promise.”
Quinn added that Kootenay residents
are standing behind their calls to keep
the Jumbo Valley wild and for the
province to stick to its promise to have
the final decision on this longstanding
controversy made locally.

Canadian Folk Music Awards winner T. Nile to perform at the Langham
submitted
T. Nile, winner in the Best New
Emerging Artist category of the
Canadian Folk Music Awards, will
appear in concert at the Langham
Cultural Centre on Saturday, October
11 at 8 pm. Tickets are $15 advance
at Sunnyside Naturals or $18 at the
door.

Since releasing her debut CD At
My Table in July 2006, Tamara Nile
has toured her “unique and heartfelt
sonic textures” through Canada,
Alaska, Germany and Denmark, to
packed houses and sold-out shows.
Nile was practically groomed
for a life in the spotlight and on the
road – she started out accompanying

Bruce Cockburn benefit for JumboWild sold out except for auction seats

In recognition of World Teacher Day on October 5, the Arrow Lakes Teachers Association (ALTA),
the local body of the BC Teachers’ Federation, has for the past several years donated money to
assist education in a developing country. Pictured here is Judy Eichhorst, ALTA vice-president,
presenting a cheque to Ruth Fraser, one of this year’s Social Justice representatives. This
year, ALTA donated $100 to the non-profit Central Asia Institute to assist children’s education in
Pakistan or Afghanistan. For further information or to donate, go to www.threecupsoftea.com.

Nursing in Bangladesh to be explored in presentation
submitted
How do you make a difference in
a developing country struggling with
widespread corruption where even public
health care requires frequent bribes? Where
monsoon floods and poverty are common
health hazards? At 7 pm, Thursday, October
16 Alex Berland and Judi Morton will be
hosting an evening talk at Slocan Park Hall,

sponsored by Slocan Valley Recreation, to
share their experiences in Bangladesh.
Berland and Morton were invited
to Bangladesh in 2003 to help develop a
BSN nursing program at the International
University of Agriculture & Technology
(IUBAT). They’ve been volunteering
in Dhaka every winter for the past four
years to help raise the quality of nursing

NOTICE TO
RESIDENTS
Overall Park Plan Community Meeting
To discuss the future use and development of
Village park areas
th
September 29 at 7:00 pm in the Auditorium of
the Sports Complex
Please join us and share your thoughts.
Poplar Creek, BC originally settled by miners, is a
great place for the outdoor enthusiast who enjoys
hunting, fishing, and the natural wonderland of
beautiful British Columbia. Some of the world’s
biggest trout can be viewed in nearby Gerrard
during their spawning season - only minutes
away from Poplar Creek. A spacious beautifully
handcrafted home has its own solar system and
is within walking distance to the creek. Only
$255,000
Luxury executive log home in desirable Bayview Estates, near Nakusp. Attention to detail
and wood accents (oak, cedar and pine ceilings and walls) make this a truly incredible
find. All wood doors, window frames and lots of glass. Overlook the grandlandscaped
water front yard from a 643 sq ft covered deck. Fully covered lower patio is available for
personal use, guests, tenants, live-in manager
or nanny. The 2 bdrm suite is tastefully
finished in various wood accents, tile and
carpeted floors. Two level engineered garage
with carport above with it’s own power and
mechanics pit. Many custom features including
cabinets, walls, ceilings, stairways etc. make
this home one of a kind. Only $1,100,000

education and practice.
“We’re making progress but it’s a
slow process,” says Berland. “Part of
our challenge is training nurses with a
new value system based on caring and
professionalism. Right now, young people
train as nurses simply for job security. The
expertise and caring that we expect in
Canada just aren’t there.”
Bangaledesh is a country of 157
million with a population density of over
1,000 people per square kilometre and
is one of the worlds 10 most populous
countries. To step into a hospital there is
to step back in time. Patients can be lying
in rags on the floor and nurses will seldom
even step into the overcrowded ward. This
is the world Berland and Morton have been
working to change.
Admission is by donation to the Slocan
Food Bank. If you are planning to attend,
please contact Slocan Valley Recreation
at 226-0008.

Kul Nijjar

250-505-4722

kul@century21kaslo.com
www.century21kaslo.com

Shirley Kosiancic
250-265-8040

shirley@century21castlegar.com
www.century21castlegar.com

Mountainview Realty Ltd.
1695 Columbia Avenue
Castlegar, BC V1N 1J1
Ph: 250-365-2111 Fax: 250-365-6651

Toll-Free: 1-877-930-4600
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the community had not yet received
funding from the Province for the
job creation program for displaced
forestry workers. Hamling said she
and Mark Brunton, director of Arrow
and Slocan Lakes Community
Services, which has taken the lead
on this project, spoke to government
reps to try to move the process
forward more quickly. “I was hoping
we could provide significant jobs
this summer, but it will be another
month before we get the funding.
Then, it will depend on whether
there is anyone left in town to take
the jobs,” Hamling commented.
•The Village will hold a public
meeting about a park plan on
September 29 at 7 pm at the arena
auditorium.
•The Kuskanax Lodge is planning
a small addition (485 square feet)
to its lounge. Cheryl White, hotel
manager, wrote to council to ask
for a waiver of the requirement of
a Development Permit because of
the small size of the addition, and
to ask for a relaxation of the parking
requirement. The addition requires
13 additional parking stalls, but there
is no space for them. Council agreed
to the requests after some discussion
about parking.
Lafleur said that municipalities
were encouraging parking on side
streets to prevent the downtown
core from becoming a parking lot,
and said the Village could ask the

Kuskanax to contribute to making
improvements on the side street.
However, he also mentioned that
the hotel had expressed interest in
purchasing the fire hall property for
parking when that property becomes
available.
•CAO Bob Lafleur reported that
staff had come up with a temporary
fix for the furnace at the hot springs
so the facility can be heated while
a permanent solution is found.
The temporary fix will be funded
through the sale of surplus concrete
curbs that were stored in the Public
Works shed.
•Council decided to purchase
a brand new defibrillator for the
hot springs from MediQuest
Technologies Inc. on a special offer
for $1,595, rather than purchase
a used one from the Arrow Lakes
Hospital. MediQuest also offered an
attractive training program.
A defibrillator is a device that
is fairly easy to use and can help
a person in cardiac arrest. The
Village purchased one for the arena
last year.
•Mayor Hamling reported that
Village representatives had met
with several contractors regarding
available land for industrial purposes.
The contractors are interested in
crown land across from Box Lake
in Area K, rather than the land
inside Village boundaries east of the
airport, which was zoned Industrial
in the new OCP. Their concern with
the land in the Village is the steep
grade and access, but they indicated
that it would be suitable for Light
Industrial use. Hamling explained
that she called the meeting because
she had heard nothing about this
during the OCP process, but then
heard there were some concerns
after the OCP had been adopted.
•Bylaw 606, a bylaw to impose
development cost charges (DCC),
was adopted. The DCC bylaw
allows the Village to create reserve
funds for the operation of the water
and sewer systems, so the water and
sewer rates bylaws were amended to
reduce the “basic” connection fees.
Bylaw 463-11, a bylaw to amend
water rates, was given two readings.
Mayor Hamling noted that there was
no fee for water bottling. Council
directed CAO Lafleur to add this to
the bylaw before it comes back for
third reading. The sewer rates bylaw
was given three readings.
•The Local Government
Management Association fall
meeting will be held in Nakusp at the
end of October. Council approved 30
hot springs passes for attendees and
will host a coffee break at the cost
of approximately $250.
•Council appointed Beth
McLeod and Tammy Dachwitz
to the Select Working Tourism
Committee, which is working on a
tourism plan under the provincial
Community Tourism Foundations
program.
•Council received a letter from
the Nakusp Public Library board
of trustees asking for support in
making the library fully accessible
to all members of the public. Council
will ask Councillor Dahlen, Village
representative on the board, to report
back with more information about
the library’s plans.

Nakusp council, September 9: Hot springs referendum question set
by Jan McMurray
•Council decided on the wording
of the referendum question that will
be included on the ballot during the
November 15 election: “Are you in
favour of selling the Nakusp Hot
Springs?”
A public meeting on the issue
will be held October 30. Information
will be sent out to residents before
the meeting.
•The Nakusp Launch Club
Society wrote to recommend that
the breakwater be replaced or
repaired while the new boat launch
is being built by BC Hydro. The
breakwater was damaged during
a violent windstorm in July, when
the reservoir was at full pond. The

club’s volunteer base is dwindling,
and the fees it collects for moorage
will not cover the cost of replacing
the breakwater.
CAO Bob Lafleur reported that
the Village owns the marina, and is
responsible for repairs caused by
acts of God and for ensuring the
facility is in a rentable condition.
The launch club pays $1 per year to
lease the facility.
Mayor Hamling said that a
discussion with the launch club
was necessary, and pointed out
that council had not budgeted for
the marina in years. CAO Lafleur
reminded that Harry Brownlow
of BC Hydro had indicated that
the company would probably
look favourably on a cost sharing
arrangement for the breakwater.
Councillor Switzer added that CBT
had expressed interest in the past in

Call 250-358-7218 for
details
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helping to fund ancillary services to
the wharf at the time of replacement
by BC Hydro.
•Two draft policies regarding the
rental of publicly owned facilities,
such as the arena auditorium
and the park concession, were
referred to the newly formed
local service commission. The
commission consists of the five
Village councillors and Area K
Director Paul Peterson. One of its
responsibilities is to develop policy
for the arena facility.
Draft Policy GA.5 – Facility
Rental, amalgamates five existing
policies on facility use. It states that
full fee waivers will not be provided
for any rental. Draft Policy GA.6
– Grant-In-Aid policy, has council
establish a grant-in-aid fund. Twice
a year, in spring and fall, council
would consider applications for
this funding to help non-profit
organizations cover facility rental
fees.
•A recommendation to change
the name of the arena building
was referred to the local service
commission. Gerry Little,
Arena/Parks Manager, made the
recommendation in a staff report. “I
believe that the facility needs a new
identity as we hope to transform the
complex into a facility that would
better suit the needs of the village,”
he states in the report.
•Mayor Hamling reported that

DOG CONTROL SERVICES
The Regional District of Central Kootenay is requesting quotations from
individual(s) interested in providing dog control services for the Village
of Nakusp and a specified portion of Electoral Area K.
Generally, the work comprises patrols of the service area, the impounding of dogs found running at large, the supply of kennels for housing
impounded dogs, investigating and responding to complaints with
regard to dogs.
The successful proponent will be required to:
•
supply a vehicle to be used in providing the animal control
service
•
supply the necessary equipment for the provision of animal
control service
•
supply kennels and a holding area to S.P.C.A. standards
•
maintain automobile liability insurance ($5,000,000)
•
maintain liability insurance ($2,000,000)
Details of the duties of the Animal Control Officer are outlined in the
Regional District of Central Kootenay “Defined Area of Electoral Area K
Dog Control Bylaw No. 1752, 2005” as amended from time to time, the
Village of Nakusp’s Dog Control Bylaw No. 587, 2004, as well as in the
agreement that is proposed for the Animal Control contract. Proposals
will be received on the form provided by the RDCK.
The proposal form, contract and Dog Control Bylaws are available on
the RDCK website (www.rdck.bc.ca) or by contacting:
Dawn Attorp
Manager of Corporate Administration
Regional District of Central Kootenay
PO Box 590, 202 Lakeside Drive
Nelson, B.C. V1L 5R4
Phone 1-800-268-7325
Email dattorp@rdck.bc.ca
Written proposals will be received at the above-noted address until
4:30 p.m. Friday October 10, 2008. The envelope should be marked
“Confidential – Dog Control Quotation”
The lowest or any proposal will not necessarily be accepted. The
Regional District of Central Kootenay reserves the right to reject any
or all proposals or to accept the proposal deemed most favourable in
the interest of the District.

Shelly Glasheen of Fauquier was the lucky winner of Kootenay Co-op Radio’s
summer raffle for a kayak. Back row left to right: David Everest, Judy Wapp,
Della McLeod. Front row: Shelly Glasheen, Gord Andrews.

Kootenay Co-op Radio kayak
raffle winner from Fauquier
submitted
Shelly Glasheen of Fauquier
is the lucky winner of Kootenay
Co-op Radio’s (KCR) raffle for a
Necky Design 14-foot Loosksha
day-touring kayak from the ROAM
shop in Nelson.
Through the summer months
of 2008, KCR was on-site at
festival and community events
around the Kootenay Lake area
with this summer fundraising raffle
event. Lakeside Park Canada Day,
Littlefest, Starbelly Jam, Market Fest

Want to contribute to the
Valley Voice?
Why not consider a voluntary
subscription?
$10-$30 per year

on Baker, Keep the Beat at Lakeside
Park, Kaslo Jazz Etc. Festival, and
the Hills Garlic Festival all drew
eager ticket buyers convinced they
would be the lucky winners.
The winner was announced
during the live-on-air ticket draw
on KCR Stories at 8:50 am Monday,
September 8. KCR thanks everyone
for purchasing tickets and making
this fundraising event a success.
About 150 hours were spent by
volunteers attending the information
/ raffle ticket booth at local events.
Funds raised go toward furthering
the quality of community radio
broadcasting from KCR.
For information call 2503 5 2 - 9 6 0 0 o r v i s i t w w w.
kootenaycoorpradio.com
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Nakusp Fall Fair draws a large crowd from throughout the Kootenays
submitted
The annual Nakusp and District
Fall Fair took place at Nakusp arena
auditorium on September 13.
The event drew a large number
of attendees from throughout the
West Kootenays to enjoy a full day of
colourful fun and entertainment.

“It was a thrill to see so many
local residents as well as visitors
from as far away as Peachland, and
even Edinburgh, Scotland, attend this
year’s event,” said Marilyn Boxwell,
president of the Arrow Lakes Arts
Council, which sponsors the fair.
First launched almost a century

ago, the fair was originally called an
agricultural fair.
“The Arts Council is pleased
to lend its support in ensuring the
fair is a success, as do so many
individual volunteer organizers
and helpers, area merchants and
donors of prizes, as well as sponsors,

including Columbia Basin Trust
and the Village of Nakusp, the local
media and numerous other resources.
The Arts Council thanks everyone
for helping to maintain this valued
all-volunteer tradition healthy and
alive within our own community,”
Boxwell remarked.

She added that plans for next
year’s fair are already on the drawing
board. “Lots of new and creative
ideas are being tossed into the
melting pot, so watch for details
in the months ahead, and be sure
to mark the second Saturday in
September on your calendar now.”

by Jan McMurray
The Area K director will now
have input into three services shared
by the Village of Nakusp and Area K
of the Regional District – the arena,
the cemetery and dog control.
The Nakusp and Area K Joint
Services Commission has been set
up, consisting of all five Village of
Nakusp council members and the
Area K director. The commission is
charged with developing policies on
the operation of the three services,
including such topics as rental rates
and budgets. The commission is not
intended to be involved in any way
with the operations of the services.
The voting structure is set up
so that the Area K director must
agree before anything passes. It
gives the Area K director 40 votes,
which represent 40% of the total
vote. Each member of council
has 12 votes, or 12%, so the five
council members together hold 60%
of the vote. To pass, any motion
must have at least 64% of the total
votes. Quorum is 76 votes, so the
Area K director must be present
for quorum.
The commission was set up at
Area K Director Paul Peterson’s
request when he and Nakusp council
disagreed on taxation for the arena

complex this year. Council had
wanted to increase the total amount
of tax collected for the service by

$52,000, as the Village had picked
up this operating shortfall for two
years. Peterson was adamantly

opposed to a tax increase for the
facility. In the end, they did not
to raise the tax requisition, with a

promise from Peterson to contribute
$20,000 of his grant-in-aid funds to
the shortfall.

submitted
Local musical talent will join
forces on October 3 to support

grassroots development in Africa.
The all-ages event will feature two
live bands at the Junction Church

(formerly the Playmor Hall) at the
South Slocan Junction and a display
and sale of African-made textiles.
Slocan Valley’s Blue Yonder
debut performance will feature
original blues, world beat, reggae
and R&B. Artists include Bo Conlan
(vocals, percussion), Jon Burden
(vocals, guitar), Brad Mair (drums),
Ron Butler (trumpet), Holly Burden
(vocals, bass), and Clinton Swanson
(saxophones).
The Kelly Fawcett Band will
keep the crowds grooving, with
Kelly Fawcett (vocals, guitar),
Marvin Walker (drums, vocals),
Colin Spence (organ, keyboards),
Mark Spielman (bass), and Clinton
Swanson (saxophones).
All proceeds go to the Malambo
Women’s Group, a rural cooperative based in Zambia and

will support group activities, the
village’s elementary school, health
and education programs, and home
building.
Tickets will be available at the
door: $10 adults, $8 students and
$5 children 6-12. Children under
5 free. Doors open at 7 pm; dance
starts at 8 pm.

Nakusp and Area K Joint Services Commission set up

PHOTO CREDIT: Jakob Dulisse

Local musicians perform benefit for African women’s co-operative

Saxophonist Clinton Swanson and aid volunteer Marylee Banyard present
an evening of African textiles and local live music to raise funds for a rural
women’s group in Zambia.

Burton Hall houses new public internet access site
submitted
Burton now has a public internet
access site in the Burton Community
Hall.
With grants, the Burton Hall
board remodeled a room in the
hall for the site, and purchased six
computers and a laser printer for
public use. For a nominal fee people
may access the internet, send emails,
burn CD or DVD disks, and print or
photocopy information. A group of
local volunteers are staffing the site

on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday
from 2-5 pm.
“Since our wireless internet
service cannot reach all members of
our community, we decided to open
a site for those without high speed
access,” says Rosalie Cranna, chair
of the communications committee of
the Burton Hall board.
Grants came from the Rural
Municipal Infrastructure Fund
(RMIF) and Area K. The RMIF is
a joint provincial and federal fund,

which provides communities with
two-thirds of the cost of community
projects. A grant from Area K
Director Paul Peterson covered the
remaining one-third.
Every Saturday in October at
3 pm at the new site, Cranna will
be teaching seniors internet skills
such as email, browser searches,
posting of pictures, and burning CDs.
Community members are welcome
to call her at 265-0161 with requests
for similar sessions.
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2009 PERMISSIVE
TAX EXEMPTIONS
Section 224 of the Community Charter allows Council to
exempt from taxation property that is:
• owned or held by charitable, philanthropic, or other not
for profit organizations and used for purposes directly
related to the purposes of the corporation;
• owned or held by an athletic, service club or association
and used as a public park or recreation ground or for
public athletic or recreational purposes;
• owned or held by an organization and operated as a
licensed community care facility or registered assisted
living residence under the Community Care and
Assisted Living Act.
The following properties will be proposed for exemption for
2009 at the October 14, 2008 Council meeting:
1. The hall and lower club room portion of improvements
registered in the name of the Royal Canadian Legion,
Branch 20, and known as Lots 14-16, Block 9, Plan 494,
DL 397. (Estimated exemption $579)
2. The lands and improvements registered in the name of
Arrow and Slocan Lakes Community Services Association
and known as Lots 5-8, Block 22, Plan 494, DL 397 and
Lots 17-20, Block 48, Plan 494, DL 397. (Estimated
exemption $9,573).
3. The land and improvements registered in the name of
Village of Nakusp and occupied by the Nakusp Launch
Club and known as Lot 1-2, Plan 13443, DL 397.
(Estimated exemption $2,558).
4. The land and improvements registered in the name of
Halcyon Assisted Living Society (being Halcyon Home)
and known as Lots 1-2 Block 12 Plan 11846 and Lot A Plan
12608 DL 397. (Estimated exemption $12,940).
5. The land and improvements registered in the name
of B.C. Hydro and Power Authority and occupied by
the Arrow Lakes Historical Society and known as the
occupied portion of Lots 14-16 Block 12 Plan 494 DL 397.
(Estimated exemption $916).

Burton now has a public internet access site in the Burton Community Hall.

Richard Mahoney
Treasurer
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for them – and currently there isn’t in
Kaslo, although there are a lot of empty
houses. The new tax class is designed to
encourage some of these empty houses
into the rental market.
Some people suggested that a
better way to encourage people to
rent out their homes would be through
changes to the Landlord and Tenant
Act “because right now the tenant has
all the rights.”
Greg Lay suggested that the Village
contact the BC Non-Profit Housing
Association to see what they might be
able to offer. He pointed out that the
Village has a lot of land that could be
used for affordable housing, and was
very optimistic about the community
coming together to make an affordable
housing development happen, as they
have with the Moyie, skatepark and

many other things.
Holland thanked the group for the
idea about changes to the Landlord
and Tenant Act, and said that Villageowned land for affordable housing
was being discussed and would be in
the OCP.
It was suggested that the biggest
issue affecting Kaslo was the lack of
jobs, not affordable housing. One person
wondered why people would come to
Kaslo, given the job situation, even if
the village “had all the low cost housing
in the world.” Another suggested in a
disapproving tone that many people
in the village were on social assistance
programs. “So you’re saying that those
of us who worked harder should share
with those who don’t work?”
One resident and Holland replied to
these remarks by saying that there was

a lively entrepreneurial spirit in Kaslo.
One woman “makes things in her house
and ships them all over the world and
supports her family doing this,” said the
resident. Holland said that people who
want to live in Kaslo for the quality of
life figure out a way to make a living
and stay.
Several people at the meeting
pointed out the positives of part-time
residents to Kaslo’s economy. They pay
full taxes, support Kaslo businesses, and
their summer visitors support Kaslo
businesses. People wanted to know why
they should be penalized.
Several people asked Holland if he
would vote against the resolution on this
at the upcoming UBCM convention.
Holland was non-commital, and said
he would talk to the rest of council
about it.

by Jan McMurray
The building inspection department
at the RDCK has found a way to once
again accept ungraded lumber in the
construction of buildings. It has not
been allowed since late spring.
Max Hoedeman, senior building
official at the RDCK, explained
that the building code (part 9) states
that lumber used in the construction
of buildings has to be graded and
stamped. The RDCK department
had nevertheless always accepted
ungraded lumber, but their building
inspectors were becoming less and
less comfortable with it over the years.
This past April at a building officials’
conference, a representative from a
national lumber grading association
did a presentation. A loose poll was
taken, and it was discovered that no
other department was still accepting

ungraded lumber.
“We felt out on a limb,” said
Hoedeman. “So we decided to get
a written policy on lumber that isn’t
graded, and that’s what we’re moving
towards. We didn’t want to say ungraded
lumber couldn’t be used, but we had to
until we found a way to back us up – it’s
not our mandate to ignore the building
code.”
Hoedeman says that after working
with the Province’s building policy
branch, the RDCK can continue to
accept ungraded lumber if the builder
can clearly show that the objectives of
part 9 of the building code are being
met even when using ungraded lumber.
“It will revolve around the builder
identifying what species the wood is and
what dimensions the lumber is. We’re
developing a form they can fill out to
help them with that,” he said.

Hoedeman pointed out that timber
frame builders are unaffected by this,
as timber frame builders have to be
structural engineers. So, he says,
builders have three options: build with
graded lumber; build a timber frame
building or engineered structure, where
the engineer takes responsibility for the
lumber; or propose an alternate solution,
where ungraded lumber would be used
on an equivalency basis, showing that
part 9 of the code is still being met with
the ungraded lumber.
The RDCK building inspection
department looks after all areas and
municipalities of the RDCK except
Nelson, Castlegar and Creston.
Hoedeman says he will let the building
inspection departments of these three
municipalities know about the new
RDCK policy, but they may not decide
to go this route.

submitted
The Healthy Housing Society
invites one and all to a forum on the
future of the North Slocan Valley on
Thursday, September 25 at 7 pm in
the Lucerne School library.
The evening will begin with a
presentation on affordable housing
by special guest George Penfold,
Regional Innovation Chair in
Rural Economic Development at
Selkirk College. The presentation
will be followed by a community

discussion.
Penfold has a background
in agriculture and in community
planning. He was given the
appointment at Selkirk College in
the fall of 2006. His job at the college
is to do research that supports the
economic development initiatives
of local groups in the West Kootenay
and Boundary areas.
The Healthy Housing Society
is a dynamic group that loves to
offer opportunities for community

discussion. The group has produced
a welcoming brochure to the North
Slocan, which articulates the
community’s values. It has also
conducted a housing survey in New
Denver.
Participants are welcome to
stay after the community discussion
for the Healthy Housing Society
AGM.

Mayor Holland’s tax idea gets a cold reception at public meeting
by Jan McMurray
There was standing room only
at the public meeting on Mayor Jim
Holland’s alternate tax initiative at the
Kaslo Seniors Hall on September 16.
The somewhat angry crowd sent a clear
message that they were not in favour of
the idea, backed by a petition with 110
signatures and a promise for more.
Holland opened the meeting by
giving the background on the intiative.
He said that for the four years he has
been on council, he has been hearing
about the impacts of resort style
development in small communities
such as Canmore, Whistler, Kimberley
and Fernie. In order to address this issue,
he started looking at the Province’s
homeowner grant as a model.
After three years of discussion
about Holland’s idea at Kaslo council,
the RDCK, UBCM (Union of BC
Municipalities) and with provincial
ministers, the idea has boiled down to

a new tax classification.
Holland explained that existing
tax classes include residential, farm,
institutional, commercial, etc. The
new tax class would be for residential
properties occupied by permanent or
full-time residents. So, if part-time
residents chose to rent out their home
to full-time residents, their properties
would be in the new tax class. The rate
for the tax class would be set by the
municipality.
The idea for the new tax class
comes because the Province distributes
tax dollars to municipalities based on
the number of full-time residents. With
the number of full-timers dwindling in
Kaslo, the municipality is receiving
less. The volunteer base in Kaslo is
also dwindling with less full-time
population.
So, the idea is to attract full-time
residents, especially young families. To
do this, there must be housing available

Slocan Lake
Home Hardware

Winter Hours begin October 6
9 am – 5 pm
Monday – Saturday

RDCK finds solution to ungraded lumber problem

Healthy Housing Society hosts community event

The Kaslo & Area Community Consultative Group (CCG) was recently awarded
$2,300 as the recipient of the Home Hardware 2008 Tree Plant program, which
is sponsored by Tree Canada. Trees/shrubs will be purchased and planted
along the waterfront trail, skatepark site and parks in Kaslo. Pictured above L
to R is George Nelson, owner/operator of Kaslo Home Hardware, Jill Braley,
CCG, Christian Walli, Tree Canada and Rich Jones, CCG.

Workshop
on Robert’s
Rules of Order
offered

submitted
You are invited to attend a
workshop on Robert’s Rules of Order
being held Wednesday, October 8
from 9 am till noon at Slocan Park
Hall, or Saturday, October 18 at
Bosun Hall in New Denver. The fee
is $10 per person and will be donated
to the Canadian Red Cross.
This allows two separate
opportunities for people to explore
the basics of the system adopted
by most registered societies and
all levels of government. Robert’s
Rules of Order can provide meetings
with clarity, focus and efficiency
while ensuring that ideas are heard
fairly. Working together respectfully,
reasonably and responsibly is
empowering for all.
To register contact Carol Bell
250-358-2125 or carolbellbc@
yahoo.ca.
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Kaslo council, September 9: Forestry agreeable to helicopter site at airport
by Jan McMurray
•Dennis Rexin, Ministry of Forests
Zone Manager for the Kootenay Lake fire
zone, attended as a delegation to speak
to the proposal to develop a helicopter
site in the proposed industrial site at
the Kaslo airport. He said the ministry
would be agreeable to smoothing the
area once the Village has stumped and
graded, to grass seed, and to establish a
10’x20’ enclosure for equipment.
Council referred the issue of a
helicopter site at the Kaslo airport to the
Development Services Committee for
recommendation to council. Councillor
Jones voted against, and then made a
motion to give Foreman Glen Walker the
authority to develop the helicopter site as
budgeted. The motion was defeated.
•Mary DeNault attended as a
delegation to speak against the proposal
to alter the tax classification for nonresident property owners. She presented
a petition asking council to withdraw
support for a new tax class.
•The Village endorsed the tax
classification statement submitted by
Mayor Holland for presentation at the
UBCM. Councillors Jones and Vass
were opposed.
•Council, the Kaslo fire department
and the City Hall Conservation
Committee will meet with the RDCK
to discuss a new fire hall sometime in
October.
•The Village will purchase a 2009
Freightliner M2 4 wheel drive Class 1
fire engine for $265,000. A renewable
lease with MFA Leasing Corporation
will be signed.
•Council voted to proceed with
an on demand duplex pump sewer
connection at the SS Moyie. The
Village will absorb the capital cost of
construction for this, and annual sewer
operating rates will be included in the
next lease between the Village and the
Kootenay Lake Historical Society.
Council decided that it would be
Village policy for the municipality to
pay the capital costs of sewer connection
to municipal properties, with lesees of
the properties to pay annual operating

Langham to feature
Swinging from the
Chandeliers theatre
performance

submitted
They’re here – or they’re back
– depending on how you look at it.
Either way, Amber McIntyre-Byatt
and Steve Brockley will be returning to
the Langham on October 3 and 4 for a
live performance of Swinging from the
Chandeliers.
Amber McIntyre-Byatt has been
performing on the Langham Theatre
stage continuously since she was 12 years
old. Well, not quite continuously. But
seriously, you may remember her as the
funny operator in Sorry Wrong Number,
the villain in Dirty Work or the deranged
shopper in Appearances, to name a few.
For this special extravaganza, she’ll
be teaming up with her very own Steve
Brockley, no stranger to the Kootenays
himself. Since moving from Nelson a few
years ago, Brockley has been keeping
busy writing and performing music all
over Canada.
It’s a comedic tragedy, or a tragic
comedy. There is also a possibility of there
being no tragedy whatsoever, but high
drama and high stakes are guaranteed.

costs.
•Council received word that the
Village’s application for funding for a
fuel management project was successful.
The Village will receive $192,500 or
75% of the project budget, whichever
is less.
•Council amended a resolution
adopted July 22 that designated CAO
Rae Sawyer as a Bylaw Enforcement
Officer for the purposes of issuing
municipal tickets. The intent was to give
Sawyer the authority to issue tickets
under the Solid Waste Management
(garbage) Bylaw only. The amended
resolution clarifies this.
•Noreen Clayton, Emergency
Program Coordinator for Kaslo and Area
D (and Nelson and Areas E and F), wrote
about the need for more electrical plugs
and telephone jacks in the proposed new
Emergency Operations Centre space,
which is the courtroom of the provincial
building. Council will ask Clayton to
provide design details for the proposed
EOC and will be advised that the space
may also be used for public meetings.
Council will also ask Mark
McKenzie to appraise heritage fabric
values in the courtroom.
•Council received an email from
ARES, the provincial office in charge of
the lease with the Village for the space
in the provincial building occupied by
the Government Agent. The email asks
council to please note that the cleaning
service for the Government Agent office
should be three times per week, as per
the lease. Council will ask the cleaning
contractor to provide a quote for this.
•Kootenay Lake Historical Society
wrote to inform council that its plans to
occupy additional space in the provincial
building are on hold because of the
increase in rent. The society enclosed
a cheque for $245.32 for the difference
between their old rental fee and the
new one.
•The Kaslo Golf Club wrote to
decline the Village’s offer to extend the
term of the lease from three years to ten
years. The club wishes to stay with the
three-year lease arrangement. Council
will ask them to re-consider.
•Council endorsed in principle a
proposal by Louise DePape to submit
a grant application for Kaslo Bay Park
improvements prior to September 30.
•The Development Variance Permit
application for Washington Street was
denied.
•Quotes will be obtained for the
upgrade to the City Hall roof structure as
outlined in the Swan Engineering Report
in the City Hall conservation plan, and
for the rebuilding of the side stairs.
•The Victorian Hospital of Kaslo
Auxiliary Society wrote to report that

Foreman Walker had let them know
that Heritage Roofing has the thrift store
roof repair job booked for November,
and that business can carry on as usual
during repairs.
•Councillor Hewat reported that
Director Shadrack had appointed the
following people to the cross-boundary
planning committee: Bob Dovey, Gillian
Froese, Herb Thompson, Iwona SmugoOtto, Jeff Davie and Carl Mortensen.
•Bylaw 1076, Public Dock
Regulation Bylaw, was read three
times. The bylaw allows the mooring of
a vessel at the dock for no more than 48
hours in a seven-day period. Any vessel
in violation of this can be seized by the
Village. The owner will be subject to a
seizure fee of $500 and can reclaim the
vessel within three months of seizure,
provided the fee and storage costs are
paid. The Village will sell or otherwise
dispose of vessels not reclaimed. At least
two signs will be posted at the dock with
this information.
•Bylaw 1077, Tax Exemption
Bylaw, was read three times.
•Staff was directed to amend the
waterworks utility bylaw to increase
2009 water rates by 5%.
•Council endorsed the RDCK
adoption of Bylaw 2004, Kaslo and
Area Regional Facilities, Recreation
and Parks Service Area Amendment

Bylaw.
•Council received an email from
Councillor Jones and a letter from Donna
Cormie asking for the reinstatement of
Councillor Vass as a voting member
of council committees. No action was

New shipments are now arriving for the
winter season. Silk scarves, wool sweaters
and socks, sheepskin slippers, jewellery, and
lots of new cards now in-stock
Open 7 days a week

taken.
•A letter from a resident who would
like to build a hangar at the airport was
referred to Public Works Forman Walker
and Administration to meet on site for
review.

Thank you
Valley Voice

The only newspaper that
tells us what is going on in
the Kaslo area. The only
newspaper that gives us a
chance to say what we think
about it, free of charge, in
Voices from the Valleys.
Paid advertisement by Jane Lynch
in support of the Valley Voice
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CORNUCOPIA
“The Natural Choice”

More than just a health food store
• groceries
• biodegradable & compostable picnic supplies
• excellent selection of organic products
• nutritional snacks and beverages
• fresh BC produce

353-2594 • 422 Front Street
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Get Outta Town
with
Peter
Roulston

Pondering the
Pend Oreille

I was down in Trail for the warranty
checkup stuff on my truck last week
and had some time to spend while being
rendered truckless. I nearly always have a
bicycle with me when I travel and generally
find some cool new riding experience, in
this case a scenic road ride in the south
Trail-Fruitvale-Waneta area.
The Pend Oreille (say “ponder, eh?”)
River drains the lake of the same name
far away in northern Idaho, which passes
through a corner of Washington before
joining the Columbia River right by the
border south of Trail. This river has a
number of power dams on it, some quite
old, and the lowest two of them are easy to
visit with your bike. There’s a steep road
leaving the main valley and passing first
the Waneta dam, then on to Seven Mile
dam, then the road becomes gravel and on
the map seems to go right through to the
Nelway border crossing.
It was one of the great hot days we’ve
had this month and it was nice to escape
the car dealer and pedal south toward the

Waneta border crossing. The route stays
by the Columbia River while the main
artery climbs uphill toward Fruitvale and
the Beaver Valley. Enroute you pass the
Columbia Gardens Road which can get you
to the dams via Station Road, but better to
keep going a couple of km more to where
you’ll see the Seven Mile Dam Road also
on your left and climbing up to cross the
railroad above.
After the tracks the climb gets quite
steep and I dropped to the low gears
and enjoyed the panorama of the main
Columbia Valley stretching to the south
and north. There’s the turnoff to the Waneta
dam a couple of km along but I elected to
put my time into the Seven Mile location.
The road levels out and even descends
somewhat ’til you are alongside the cool
deep waters of the first reservoir. The only
traffic was the odd vehicle going out to the
recreation area past the dam and there’s
even some of the historic Dewdney Trail
beyond.
Pedalling along, not too deep in
thought, I heard bicycle and breathing
sounds coming from behind and was
overtaken by a pleasant man on a flashy
new road bike doing his routine training.
Les lives in Rossland and claimed to have
once been the mayor of that town. We got
to the dam site soon and he rushed off
back to Rossland while I checked the dam
for leaks…
This is really quite a nice ride with

AUTUMN CYCLING BEGINS

Already it’s autumn and the days are cooler and so crisp!
Traffic is much less than just a month ago and the trails
less dusty and hot to be out on. Some of the best rides are
in September and October, so if you have any cycling needs
or concerns just give me a call anytime for service or sales
appointments.

NEW DENVER
250-358-2133

OFF-SEASON
PHONE AHEAD, EH?

some good elevation changes and generally
dry south aspects and open views. It
would be fine early season riding when
areas farther north are still snowy or
roads too gritty from wintertime sanding.
Nearby rides could include the flat valley
bottom tour into Northport or Kettle Falls,
Washington. Closer to Trail you can ride
up the main highway to Fruitvale and then
enjoy the very pretty Columbia Gardens
Road that make a great loop going back
down toward Waneta again.
Anyhow the dam seemed pretty solid

with Jamie Barber

Doc’s fuel
efficiency tips –
the 20% challenge

My daughter Sjoekie landed a
great job for the summer that would
give her invaluable experience in her
field of environmental engineering but
the job was in Winnipeg, so we both
decided that she had to bite the bullet
and purchase her own vehicle.
Now it so happened that I was in
the market for a new car so I sold her
my three-year-old Hyundai Accent,
which is a good economical choice for
a student. I indicated to her that the car
could easily get 500 km on a 30-litre
tank of gas and I think this was a big
selling point to her.
After driving for the entire summer,
she informed me that the car wasn’t able to
get anywhere near the efficiency that I had
claimed, and felt a bit ripped off. I decided
to go for a road trip with her to see what
the problem was.
First of all, I should point out that
Sjoekie was only able to get about 400
km to a tank of gas, not the 500 I had
claimed – we were dealing with over a
20% differential here. My challenge was
to get her mileage increased by this 20%
by simply changing her driving habits and

Gardening 101October and the
sun is out!

The end of the season is among us. We
have been blessed with a beautiful Indian
summer, for a week at least, meaning that
all those late plantings have had a second
chance. Most of us are now working on
preparing to bring the harvest in, drying,

Kaslo Building
Supplies
For all of your gardening
needs – we help build
gardens too

Mon - Sat – 8 am - 5 pm
6521 Highway 31 • Kaslo

Phone: 353-7628
Fax: 353-7740
www.kaslobuilding.com
kaslo.building@telus.net
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and sensibly thought out with some helpful
signage and overlooks. I coasted discreetly
down the ‘authorized traffic only’ road to
the base of the dam for a better look and was
able to get back out without being arrested
or setting off any alarms. Definitely riding
on the edge. The ride back to Trail went
well and the final descent back down to
the starting point can get alarmingly fast.
Turning right on to Station Road which
becomes Columbia Gardens you can
visit the winery there of the same name
and likely score a few samples from their

selections.
The one other challenging ride to try
while loitering in the Trail area would be
the grinding ascent to Rossland on Hwy
3B. Unfortunately there’s a lot of traffic
that has to labour up that steep 10 km grade
and there isn’t a lot of room in spots but the
return run down is thrilling and you can then
go home satisfied that you’ve done another
hard ride and come out still smiling.
Peter Roulston owns the Bicycle
Hospital in New Denver and enjoys steep
hills both ways. 250-358-2133

setting up the car properly. I’ll call it the
20% efficiency challenge.
The first thing I did was to inspect the
tires. You should be aware that underinflated
tires not only cause undue tire wear, they
also decrease fuel efficiency.
I actually overinflated her tires by
about 2 psi and instructed her in how
to determine proper inflation levels by
constantly inspecting the wear patterns on
the tires. I should also mention here that
low rolling resistance tires are available that
will increase fuel economy by up to 6%,
but handling and ride quality may suffer
as these tires are harder than normal tires.
The EPA estimates that proper tire inflation
can increase fuel economy by as much as
3%. We still had 17% to go.
The next thing I did was go through
the trunk and back seat and removed
all the junk that had accumulated there
over the summer. You need to carry
emergency supplies such as tools and tire
changing equipment, but gym bags and all
extraneous stuff was jettisoned. Reliable
tests have indicated that each 100 pounds
of extra weight costs you about 2% in fuel
efficiency. We were getting closer.
The biggest gains are to be made
in driving habits and the road trip was
instrumental in pointing out the habits
that were largely responsible for her poor
fuel economy. For one thing, she liked to
accelerate hard. This is seldom necessary
and I pointed out that slowly building
momentum to overcome inertia was the
best way to conserve energy. Try filling a
wagon with stones and then sprinting to get
it to speed, and then try the same maneuver
canning and freezing what we can’t simply
store over winter.
Some tips:
If your tomatoes are still green and
frost is peeking around the corner, harvest
them green and layer in newspaper in a
dark, well ventilated room. They should
stay in their current state and you can pull
one at a time for fresh tomato sandwiches
for winter solstice. You can also make a
wonderful tomato sauce. Or put them in the
oven for 3-4 minutes, which gives them a
lovely oven-roasted flavor, place in jars and
can in a hot water bath for 35-45 minutes.
Drying tomatoes is also a great storage
method that maintains more nutrients.
Corn can be put right into the freezer,
husk and all. Or hang to dry by the husk in
a well ventilated room and allow the cobs to
dry. I recently learned that pressure canning
corn smells and tastes fabulous, but takes
85 minutes! Adds up to about two hours
when prep is included. Also the nutritional
value would be quite diminished from so
much pressure and heat. I recommend
drying as the best technique.
Carrots, beets, potatoes, and onions
can all be stored in a dark, well ventilated
room just above freezing. Onions do like it
slightly warmer. I leave ours in the pantry
for the winter and use any showing signs of
rot first. Leave your potatoes in the ground
until the leaves have totally died back and
at least one frost has hit – this helps build
tougher skins for better storage. Winter
squash and pumpkins are the most resilient

by accelerating slowly and see how much
easier it is.
In the same vein, decelerating slowly,
when possible, also racks up fuel savings.
There is little advantage in braking going
downhill unless it is necessary, as this
simply decreases your momentum and
forces you to use fuel for the inevitable
acceleration that will be necessary to bring
you back up to speed. Trying to anticipate
stops and coasting to them also works
better than keeping up your speed and then
braking hard to stop.
The final driving habit that we changed
was her propensity to drive a bit over the
speed limit. Not only is it safer to drive
slowly, it is often more fuel-efficient.
While it differs from car to car and from
factors such as wind, temperature and road
condition, most vehicles are designed to
reach maximum fuel efficiency at about
100 km/hr. For every 10 km/hr that you
exceed this maximum efficiency speed,
fuel economy drops by 6%.
The real test was to be when she got
back on the road by herself and tried out
all these tips and modifications that I had
encouraged. Would she be able to realize
a 20% fuel efficiency gain by simply
changing a few things in her car’s set up and
modifying some of her driving habits? She
recently had to drive up to Prince George,
so I was anxious for her report.
I am happy to report that not only was
she now able to easily get 500 km to a tank
of gas, she also felt that she was doing her
little part to minimize global greenhouse
warming. Try the 20% challenge and see
if it works for you.
at lasting for a Valentine’s meal of roasted
pumpkin soup. Again, maintaining a dark,
well ventilated area is always best.
For those nutrient rich greens, ribbon
cut them and blanche for one minute,
placing in ice water or the freezer to impede
the cooking process, then place in freezer
bags for winter nourishment. Best greens
for blanching are chard, kale, collards,
mountain spinach and hardy arugulas.
What you do in your garden, for your
soil and weed management now is crucial
to good growing next year. Remove all seed
heads, and take large stocks and weeds,
such as corn and place in a green manure
pile. This pile can be left for aging, or you
can burn it and add the ashes to your garden
in the spring.
Any bean, pea, or grain stock – turn
under into your soil with a pitch fork and
seed a quick cover crop like buckwheat
or winter rye. These will grow quickly,
but not enough to reach seed stage before
the snow begins piling up. Over wintering
this process in the ground will break down
the green matter and build your soil for
good nutrients and structure, preparing for
another growing season.
This will be the last in our series of
gardening 101. The Kaslo Food Security
Project will be continuing another year
of Lawns to Gardens transformations,
building our Kootenay foodshed stronger,
more resilient and reaching as many wantto-be gardeners as possible.
aimeewatson@nklcss.org
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Anniversary
announcement

The children of ED AND LYDIA KANIA
would like to announce a celebration of
their 65th Wedding Anniversary and Ed’s
90th Birthday at their home in Vallican.
Sunday October 5th 1 - 4 pm. Please no
gifts, just well wishes.

Automotive

2002 GM 4x4 DIESEL TRUCK w/cov.
short box, 1 owner, $28,000 (80,000 kil.)
Blue, mint cond. w/4 snow-tires w/rims,
used 1 seas. Phone #250-269-7672 (after
noon).

Business Opportunities

WANT TO START YOUR OWN
BUSINESS? Community Futures
offers business counselling and start-up
information. Appointments available in
Nakusp and New Denver. Contact Farhana
Dumont at 265-3674, ext. 201 or email
nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

Coming Events

WINLAW FARMER’S MARKET.
Sundays, May 25 through October, 9:00 am
to 3:00 pm. Spicer Centre, Hwy 6, Winlaw.
Vendors wanted. 226-7862.
HEALTHY HOUSING SOCIETY
presents a discussion on affordable housing,
economic development and amenity
migration with George Penfold from
Selkirk College. September 25, 7 pm,
Lucerne library. AGM to follow.

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN! 8-week
Personal Wellness Training Program. Karen
Dubreuil is already taking registrations for
this year’s 8-week training course. Register
by Sept. 15 and save $50. This course is all
about life changes – are you ready to change
yours – for the better? First week in October
till last week in November. All sessions
are one-on-one private and confidential.
Mornings, afternoons, evenings. Two-hour
sessions once a week for 8 weeks. New
Denver – 1105 Columbia Street (Karen
Dubreuil’s home). $500 ($250 per month).
Only four spots left. Register early and save.
Register by Sept. 30. 358-2828.
NELSON & DISTRICT WOMEN’S
CENTRE Anniversary Event. Join us!!
Whole community invited. 36th year
Celebration for the Nelson and District
Women’s Centre!! October 4th, Royal
Canadian Legion, Corner of Stanley and
Victoria, 4-6 pm, Panel Discussion and
audience participation; 6-7 pm Finger Food
Pot Luck Dinner; 7-8 pm Honouring our
Elders; 8-11 pm. Original music and Dance!
Carol Street, Bo Conlan and Cheryl Janzen
with special guest Pauline Lamb. For more
information 352-9916.
WORKSHOP - Your opportunity to
brush up on Robert’s Rules of Order Wednesday, Oct 8 @ 9:00 am to 12 noon at
the Slocan Park Hall or Saturday @ 9:00 am
till noon at the Bosun Hall in New Denver.
Fee is $10.00. Proceeds to Red Cross.
FERTILITY AWARENESS 3-day course,
Nelson: 10/18, 11/8 and 12/6, 3-5 pm;
Winlaw: 10/19, 11/9, 12/7, 10-12 am.
Natural, informed, very effective and
absolutely safe birth control or pregnancy
achievement. Call Kate, 226-7116, for info
and to register.
MOTHER GOOSE – Thursdays at 10:00
am, Knox Hall, New Denver, starting
October 9. Songs, rhymes, stories and
organic snacks. For babies 0-2 and their
parents or caregivers. FREE. Call Natasha
358-7778 or Julia 358-2745 for more
info.

Personal Classified Ads start
at $8.00
Call 358-7218 for details

CLASSIFIED ADS

T h e K O O T E N AY E N E R G Y
CONFERENCE, Oct 16, 17 and 18;
inspiring our region to continue being
proactive about our energy needs. This
conference, led by KAST and Selkirk
College, includes the Solar Domestic Hot
Water System Installation Certification
pre-conference workshop, Oct 16, keynote
speaker Thomas Homer-Dixon, Friday
Oct 17, and a full day of workshops for
homeowners, businesses and community on
Sat, Oct 18. For more visit www.kast.com
or contact info@kast.com 250-483-5052.
JOIN US at 202 Lake Ave (front of Hand
& Soul Healing Centre) on Saturday, Oct 4
at 1pm for the raising of the new “Welcome
to Silverton” sign. This is the culmination
of our exciting community project initiated
by Destination Silverton and supported by
the Slocan District Chamber of Commerce,
Silverton Community Club, Village of
Silverton, and other folks. There will be a
reception with wine and cheese following.
QIGONG BEGINNER’S CLASS starts
Monday September 29, 2008, at Nakusp
Secondary School, Room 20, 6 pm-7 pm,
more info @ 250-265-2208.
NEW DENVER NURSERY SCHOOL
(SLOCAN LAKE EARLY LEARNING
SOCIETY) AGM, Thursday, October 23,
7:00 pm in the New Denver Nursery School
room. Everyone welcome!

For rent

TWO OR THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
in New Denver. $550 + util. Phone 3582786.
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE in New
Denver, two baths. $700. Phone 250-2089081.
IN NEW DENVER – 2 bdr furnished
house, Oct 15 ‘08-Apr 15 ‘09. First and
last months rent, references, NS/NP. $600/
month plus util. 250-359-2958.
FURNISHED LAKESHORE COTTAGE
for the winter in Rosebery. 250-362-9436.
ONE BEDROOM SLOCAN CITY,
bright, immaculate, tile/wood floors, one
block to lake, requires references, min. 8
month lease $475.00 + utilities. Sorry N/S
& No Pets. 352-6311.

For sale

MOUNTAIN CORAL PRODUCTS are
available again in New Denver. Selling skin
care bars and powdered Mountain Coral.
Call 250-358-7171.
SPECIAL OFFER for Solar Hot Water
system and installation as part of a clinic
October 15-17. $1000 off the market price
and you can take full advantage of $1600
of Energy Retrofit Grants. Also space
available in the clinic. Oso Renewable
Energy, 358-2660.
MILLER WELDING ARC MACHINE
on casters ACDC $800.00 obo plus 50’
extension cord extra $60.00. Phone 250269-7672 (after 12:00 noon).
FIREPLACE INSERT, large, BRAND
NEW, Pacific Energy, double burning
technology, $,2500; HOTTUB, 5 person,
CAL SPA, Ozonator, $998 @ 250-2652208.
FREE-RANGE TURKEYS!! All natural
birds – Whole School Fundraiser. ORDER
NOW – AVAILABLE THURSDAY, OCT.
2. Orders made by Oct. 1 and picked up
Oct. 2 pay $2.75/lb. All orders after Oct.
2 are $2.95/lb. Call Jane @ 226-7737 or
226-7336.
NIKON D200 camera body - $1100.
NIKON 85-135 mm zoom lens - $200.
358-2610.
WOOD FURNACE, $99. Riteway Model
37, was $866 new, but that was in 1978. Still
functions well. 358-2660.

Health

YOGA AT THE DOMES - Monday and
Saturday mornings 9-10:30, Thursday
afternoons 4-5:30. Drop in $10 or $50
package the 6th session is free. Find balance
and relaxation through movement. Call
Madeleine for any questions 358-2475.
FULL SPECTRUM BODY WORK
offers deep tissue and stress reduction
treatments in the privacy of your own
home. For additional info and to book
appointments please call 358-6808.
YOGA, FELDENKRAIS and THAI
MASSAGE in Nakusp. Available for
workshops in the West Kootenay. First
Thai Massage half price! Tyson Bartel
265-3827.
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PILATES WITH SUSAN in Nakusp –
Discover this powerful, head to toe workout
for all levels. Register for beginner or
intermediate classes. Call 265-4952.

Help Wanted
HOME SUPPORT WORKER wanted
4 hours/day weekends for disabled
independent male. Need Care-Aide course
or equivalent. Reply to Box 433, New
Denver, V0G 1S0.

Livestock

FOR SALE: Two beautiful 11½ year-old
female goats – one Nubian, one Alpine.
Organically fed, never bred. $150 each
or $250 for both. Phone 250-226-7949 in
Winlaw.
FOR SALE: Handsome White Sanon male
goat, castrated, very friendly, ideal for lawn
control or pet - $50. Phone 250-226-7949
in Winlaw.

Lost
LOST BETWEEN NAKUSP &
NELSON, Sept. 14: Black Apolo 801
backpack. Important items inside. $100
REWARD. Ph: 250-509-0428 or 250352-3042.

Notices

F O R I N F O R M AT I O N O N A A
MEETINGS contact Therese 358-7904;
John 265-4924; Tonio 358-7158; Dave
353-2658; Joan 355-2805; Dan 359-7817;
Bill 226-7705.
NOTICE OF MEETING – Bayview
Residents Association Annual General
Meeting: Saturday, October 11, 2008, 2
pm. Royal Canadian Legion, lower meeting
room, 98 4th Ave, Nakusp.
NOTICE! NOTICE! NOTICE! SLOCAN
LAKE RECREATION COMMISSION #6
will be holding its Fall Grant-in-Aid session
on Wednesday, November 12th, 2008. Any
non-profit organization wanting to apply for
a Grant-in-Aid should submit the proper
application to Box 293, New Denver, BC
V0G 1S0. Application forms are available
from the Village of New Denver, the Village
of Silverton and Lucerne School. Please note
that the appropriate form must be used or the
application will not be considered. Deadline
for the application is November 10th, 2008.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

AUTOMOTIVE • SMALL MOTORS • MACHINE SHOP
WEST KOOTENAY
MACHINE SHOP
SALES & SERVICE
98 - 1st Street, Nakusp • 265-4911
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
CHAINSAWS
TRIMMERS
• Stihl
• Homelite
• Husqvarna
• Stihl • Toro
MOWERS
• Husqvarna
• Snapper
SMALL ENGINES
• Toro
• Tecumseh
• Lawnboy
• Briggs & Stratton

915 Front Street
Nelson, BC V1L 4C1
(Railway Side Access)

General Machining
Parts Repaired or
Remanufactured

• welding repairs • full service
& repair • licenced technician •
radiator repairs & service • mobile
service available • fast, friendly

The clear choice for
all your glass needs!

Nakusp 265-4406

FLORIST
Fern’s

Now delivering to New Denver
& Silverton on Saturdays!
Call me and we can arrange anything!
KASLO: Phone/Fax: 1-250-353-7474

JEWELRY
Jo’s Jewelry

Custom Work and Repair in
Silver and Gold, by Appointment

358-2134

New Denver, Goldsmith Jo-Anne Barclay

5549 Frontage Road
Burton, BC

and

250-352-2123

Dave Smith

201 Broadway
265-3252

111 Mcdonald Drive, Nelson, BC
ph 250-352-3191
sales@mainjet.ca • www.mainjet.ca

24 Hr Towing and Recovery
Auto Repairs & Tires
Auto Parts

Shop Phone/Fax

24 hour towing
1007 hwy 23, nakusp
ph: 265-4577

NAKUSP GLASS

BCAA Towing

Caribou Service
(250) 265-3191

Slocan Auto &
Truck Repairs

24 hour towing
BCAA, Slocan, BC
355-2632

Owner/Machinist

JIM’S ATV
REPAIRS & SALES
Small Engine Repair

Jim Brodie
250-353-2124
Box 375, Kaslo, BC V0G 1M0

- Repairs
Palmer
- Upgrades
Computer - Consulting
Microsoft Certified
Services
Systems Engineer
Phone: 355-2235
ken@palmercomputerservices.com

INDUSTRIES
Your Friendly neighbourhood Mechanic
•Automotive Electrical Specialist •BC Certified Mechanic
• Certified Vehicle Inspector •Small Engine Certified

(250) 353-2800 • 8845 Hwy 31 • Kaslo

RECYCLING LAUNDROMAT
MOUNTAIN VALLEY STATION
BOTTLE DEPOT
Slocan City • 355-2245
Open MON - SAT 9-5
Your “Bottle Drive” Specialists

COMPUTER

ACCOUNTANT
Mark Adams
Certified General Accountant
P.O. Box 279
New Denver, BC
V0G 1S0

BUS. 250-358-2411

Advertise in the Valley Voice
Beside Slocan Park Service
2976 Highway 6, Slocan Park

Your locally owned, independent
community newspaper
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Obituaries

MAYSON, HARRY GEORGE
Born, in McClure BC on August 24,
1913, Harry passed away in the Shuswap
Lake General Hospital, Salmon Arm, on
September 7, 2008. Survived by his wife of
65 years, Brenda (Moffatt), children: Ken
(Janet), Barbara Hagel (Francis), Valerie
McKay (Bob) and Ted (Susie). He is also
survived by six grandchildren, two great
grandchildren, his sister Kit Rhindress of
Kelowna and several cousins, nieces and
nephews. Predeceased by sisters: Connie,
Phyllis, Win and brother Ash.
Captain Mayson was a WW II Veteran
and for years was active in Rocky Mountain
Rangers Militia in Kamloops. Harry worked
for numerous years in fire protection
with the BC forest Service (Kamloops
District) then later for lumber companies
in Nakusp. Harry was very involved in
community affairs having served as an
Alderman in Nakusp. As well as being an
active member of Rotary, Legion, Masonic
Lodge, Seniors Centre, Arrowtarian Senior
Citizens Society, Arrow Lakes Hospital
Board, he also had a hand in establishing the
Canadian Forestry Association at Blue Lake
Camp near Cranbrook. He was Nakusp’s
Citizen of the Year in 1984 and received the
Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal in 2002.
A Celebration of Harry’s life will be
held at the Salmon Arm Seniors’ Centre –
170 5th Ave. SE, Salmon Arm on Saturday,
September 27, from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
In lieu of flowers please consider a
contribution to the charity of your choice
in Harry’s name. Arrangements entrusted
to FISCHER’S FUNERAL SERVICES
& CREMATORIUM LTD., Salmon Arm,
(250) 833-1129, condolences fischers@
sunwave.net.

with him forever. He loved animals
and they were always part of his life.
Tom knew what was happening in our world
and liked nothing better than a good political
or philosophical discussion. He was a man
you could count on: intense, physical, strong,
generous, funny, energetic and intelligent.
He was most at ease and happy in the natural
world. Tom dreamed, and then made his
dreams a reality. He lived the life he created.
A Memorial Service will be held on
Saturday, September 27th, 2008, 4:00
pm, at the Vallican Whole. Everyone is
Welcome.
TOM LYNN – LOVER OF LIFE
October 27, 1939, Pasadena, California
September 9, 2008, Glendora, California
Beloved husband of
Shelley Elizabeth Hancock.
Proud father of Nona Elizabeth Hancock
Lynn and Logan Magnus Hancock Lynn.
Father-in-law of Timothy Paul Tweed.
Born in the United States, Tom moved
to Canada and became a proud Canadian
citizen. He lived the majority of his life at
Perry’s Siding and South Slocan, British
Columbia, Canada. He worked as an artistic
metal sculptor and his creations can be found
in cities, parks and homes. Tom was a handson person who built several art foundries in
his lifetime. He shared his passion for art as
a teacher at the Kootenay School of the Arts.
Tom loved, laughed with, and enjoyed his
children more than anything else in his life.
He was best friends and equal partner to
Shelley for 39 years. He was devoted to and
cared for his father Philip, mother Virginia,
sister Anne, and mother-in-law, Barbara. He
also loved and cherished his many friends.
Tom was an honest man who was interested
in everyone. He loved telling stories,
traveling, boating on Slocan Lake, relating
to his students, and building and digging.
His childhood passion for art stayed

			
September 7, 2008. She is survived
by family and many friends which she
considered her extended family. We, her
family and friends, will miss her beautiful
smile and inner strength.
If anyone would like to give anything
in Rose’s memory, donations may be made
to PALS, Box 56, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0. A
Celebration of Rose’s life will be held at the
Silverton Gallery Sunday, September 28th
at 2 pm. Potluck and refreshments.

Real estate
SMALL ACREAGE, approximately 4.5
acres located on the ever so popular Red
Mountain Road area. Extraordinary lake
and mountain views, secluded for privacy.
Well in place and road established to the
building site. Brian Euerby, Century 21
Mountainview Realty. 250-365-9340 mls.
ca k172265 $199,700.

Real estate wanted
WANTED TO PURCHASE (lease
acceptable - long-term) by long-term valley
resident (40 years). Few acres with modest
dwelling for mature woman. Privacy and
quiet a must, but also close to town. New
Denver-Silverton area. Wood and electric
heat. Let’s talk! I’d love to move in by
November 1. Please phone Rubiyah Tricys
250-229-4042.

Services

ROSE DIAN NACHTIGALL was born in
Winnipeg Manitoba August 31, 1956. After
countless adventures, Rose migrated to the
Kootenays where she taught pre-school in
Nakusp and was a Teacher’s Aid in New
Denver. She loved to garden, cook, and
create anything and everything. She was
especially passionate about her leatherwork.
She loved to help her friends no matter what
the job was. Rose was feisty when necessary
yet always compassionate and caring. She
especially loved all animals.
Rose died peacefully at home on

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING: “Serving
the Valley” 7 days/wk, 24-hr. All-Around
Septic Services, Don Brown (250) 3543644, emergency 352-5676.
ROGAN ELECTRIC Residential,
commercial, industrial wiring. Local
references available. All work guaranteed.
“We get the job done.” 353-9638.
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upcoming events. Call Kim Adamson,
250-352-6786.

Slocan Valley Recreation

KIDS PROGRAMS: Tots Playgroup
in Slocan Park-Oct. 2nd; Painting the
Masters with Evelyn Kirkaldy - Oct.
9th; Theatre for the Goofy at Winlaw
School-Oct. 8th; Teen Music Jam Nights
at Winlaw School-Oct. 2nd.
ANUSARA YOGA - WE Graham
Mondays at 6:00 p.m. Slocan Park Hall
Thursdays at 9:30 a.m.
PILATES - WE Graham Tuesdays at
5:15 p.m. Slocan Park Hall Mondays
at 5:00 p.m.
FITNESS - Cardio Workout - Tuesdays
at Winlaw School, Saturday Morning
Workout- 9:00 a.m. at Slocan Park Hall.
BELLYFIT IN SLOCAN PARK - Has
been postponed until November
TRAVEL JOURNALING - With Kim
Howard Sun. Oct. 5th.
MENS DRUM CIRCLE - With Derrick
Adams. Oct. 7th at the Art Farm.

226-0008

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:

October 3,
2008

Wanted

BOOKS FOR KIDS! Have your kids
outgrown some of their books? Success by
Six is looking for donations of gently used
children’s picture books to give away at

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES

Lower Arrow Contracting

• Residential & Commercial
Construction
Property development, subdivision & services
For estimates or consultation call
Bob or Kevin (250) 269-7497

COMPLETE SALES
SERVICE AND
INSTALLATION
YOUR VALLEY COMFORT AND BLAZE KING DEALER
SPECIALIZING IN WOOD/ELECTRIC, WOOD/OIL AND
WOOD/GAS COMBINATION FURNACES
Certified • Insured

Slocan City, BC • (250) 355-0088
website: www.kootenayfurnace.com
email: kfurnace@netidea.com

JEMS Propane Ltd.
Installation and maintenance

ICF Building Products
“We provide Star Service”
1-888-289-4731

For all your painting needs
Call
NAKUSP
MAINTENANCE
Free Written Quotations
265-3082 • cell: 265-1574
Email: sapietis@telus.net

• Ready Mix Concrete •
• Lock Blocks • Septic Tanks •
• Drain Rock •
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel •
• Dump Trucks • Excavator •
• Crusher •
• Coloured Concrete •
• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • 265-4328 (eves)

Tradesman Electric

265-9955
Locally owned & operated in Burton
Serving the Arrow & Slocan Lakes areas

Hundreds of styles to
choose from!!

HAIR
Ava’s
Hair Studio

open late Thursdays

Far right entrance of the Wild Rose Restaurant in Rosebery

hanspainting@telus.net

Your local bulk dealer & service centre

265-0241

PLATE TAMPERS, JUMPING JACKS, REBAR
BENDER JACKHAMMERS, HAMMER DRILLS,
CONCRETE MIXERS, CONCRETE SAWS,
TILECUTTERS, BLOCKCUTTERS, SCAFFOLDING,
FLOOR SANDERS, FLOOR NAILERS, ROOFING
NAILERS, FRAMING NAILERS, GENERATORS,
WATER PUMPS, COMPRESSORS, LAWN
TRACTORS, PRESSURE WASHERS, ROTO
TILLER, PROPERTY PIN LOCATOR, CHIPPER/
SHREDDER, GAS POST HOLE DIGGER,
WOODSPLITTER ...AND MUCH MORE!
PHONE 358-2632
1-888-358-2632

358-7769

1-866-355-9037
1-250-355-2790

FOR ALL YOUR
PROPANE NEEDS
359-7373
1-800-471-5630

Window
Washing
Gutter
Cleaning
• Spring Cleaning • Home Detailing
• House Prepping • Painting
Call now for your free consultation!

COLES
RENTALS
AERATORS, HEATERS (PROPANE & ELECTRIC)

Tuesday to Friday 10-4

* Air treated for odours & offgassing
Serving the Slocan, Arrow Lakes &
North Kootenay Lake Valleys

call Jim Berrill
(250) 359-5922

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

commercial • residential
new construction • renovations
Reliable friendly service
Free Estimates Call Steve 226-7163

Interior painting in wintertime

P&L Flooring Sales

EQUIPMENT RENTAL

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.
Eric Waterfield — Construction
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Read the Valley Voice online: www.valleyvoice.ca

www.duradek.com

SOCKEYE SAWMILLS
SLOCAN, BC

• Custom on-site milling
• Timber/Lumber sales
• Cedar posts, fencing, decking
• Untreated landscape ties

Phone: 355-0024 • email: sockeye@telus.net

HEALTH
Hand & Soul Healing Centre
Chiropractor, Larry Zaleski, D.C.
Mondays & Fridays - Silverton
Every other Wednesday in Winlaw or Nakusp
Counsellor/Healing Facilitator
Sue Mistretta, M.A., CCC.

358-2177

Silverton & Winlaw

Randy’s welding
& Fabricating
46 years of experience
ALL METALS • MIG, TIG
10 km South of Kaslo

250-353-2687

MASSAGE
myofascial release • deep tissue massage • relaxation massage

Susan L. Yurychuk • 250-358-6804
By Appointment Only • New Denver
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Environment survey seeking public input for Royal Roads University study
submitted
You may have noticed posters in
various spots around your community
that display a smiley face on a globe.
This happy world is beaming its smile
in the communities of Nakusp, Kaslo,
Rossland, Fruitvale, Montrose, and
Warfield, Nakusp because residents
of these communities have received a
survey featuring questions on people’s
attitudes toward wildlife and the
environment.
Survey responses will be analyzed
as part of a research project conducted
through Royal Roads University, with
the results available to environmental
groups such as Yellowstone to Yukon
(Y2Y). The survey is designed to
determine what sort of environmental
initiatives your community would
favour and what should be direction of
these initiatives.
As an extra incentive, the survey
serves as a raffle ticket for a $700 cash
prize. About 5,400 surveys have been
sent out, so your chance of receiving the
cash prize is fairly high in comparison
to other lotteries.
Questions have been asked
concerning two of the survey questions,
statements 2 and 4. Statement 2 says,

“Humans have the right to modify their
natural environment to suit their needs.”
This refers to the status quo of space
usage and resource consumption that
is occurring within your community,
province or country and seeks your
input on the human environmental
modification occurring around you.
Let us know whether or not you think
humans have as much right as any

other animal to continue with current
levels of resource consumption and
space usage.
Statement 4 says, “Interaction
between humans and wildlife is good for
both humans and wildlife.” Interaction
includes anything within the spectrum
of simply hanging out and watching
animals until they are comfortable with
your presence to allowing animals to eat

in your yard to feeding animals directly.
Basically, the question asks, Should the
daily activities of wildlife and humans
overlap or should such activities be
conducted as far apart from one another
as possible? Your answer will be on a
varying scale of agreement, so respond
keeping in mind that you may think
mild interactions are okay (i.e. extended
wildlife viewing) but are adamantly

submitted
Thanks to enduring community
support, the Nelson and District
Women’s Centre is the oldest rural
women’s centre in Canada at 36
years old.
Everyone is invited to join us
at the Legion in Nelson on Stanley
Street (across from the library) on
October 4 to celebrate, educate
and network with young and older
women, youth and men.
Starting at 4 pm, a panel of
founders, workers, collective
members and volunteers will
comment on issues the Women’s
Centre dealt since 1972. All can
begin to understand the rich heritage
of women’s advocacy in the West

Kootenay. Key issues identified
by the West Kootenay Women’s
Association today include violence,
poverty, and moving to personal
and economic empowerment.
The audience will contribute to
identifying what else is still to be
done.
With thanks to peace activist and
UN AIDS envoy, Stephen Lewis,
our association has accepted more
than 50 male associate members in
the last year. We hope, through this
event, to orient them to the issues
past and present and to encourage
new community involvement in
current issues.
At 6:00, potluck finger food
will sustain us, as everyone has an

opportunity to meet and network.
At 7 pm, we will acknowledge
some of the women who founded,
worked and supported the Women’s
Centre over time, as well as the
elder women who have worked
to bring important community
issues to the public’s attention, and
younger women who are joining the
movement today.
And finally, in the spirit of Bread
and Roses and Emma Goldman,
the C.B.C. Trio (Cheryl Janzen, Bo
Conlan and Carol Street) and special
guest Pauline Lamb will play so that
all may dance and sing till 11 pm.
The afternoon is free. Sliding
scale for the Dance is $10-$500.
(Sky is the limit). Contact the Nelson

opposed to more extreme interactions
(i.e. petting the wildlife). You may be
opposed to any interaction occurring, or
you may think all forms of interaction
(i.e. mild and extreme) are beneficial to
both wildlife and humans.
Any further questions can be
answered by contacting Robert Newell
at 250-432-9222 or kootenay.survey@
gmail.com.

Celebrating the oldest rural women’s centre in Canada

Women’s Centre at 250 352-9916, or
Marcia Braundy at 250 226-7624 if
you need further information.

Bosun Hall

For all occasions with
rates to suit your needs.
Rentals of tables, chairs,
dishes. Bev 358-2125 or
carolbellbc@yahoo.ca

Kootenay Restorative
Justice
working toward
restoring balance
and healthy communication in
our communities

krjustice@wegcss.org

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

RESTAURANT/WINE & BEER
Winlaw Brew-Op

Open Tuesday - Sunday
9 am - 4 pm

Main St. New Denver 358-2381

Specialty Coffees, Teas,
U-Brews and Kits for Home
• Open Every Day

Nakusp

265-4701

Year-round facility
Licensed Restaurant
Open Thurs - Sun
5 PM - 8 PM
1-877-970-8090

Pub

Opens Every Day at 12 noon
• Offsales •
2 Lakeview Patios
Lakefront Rooms, Starting at $89.00

358-7929

12 Lake Ave • Silverton, BC

tfn

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground

Wine & Beer Making Kits
to satisfy all budgets!
Take-Home Kits, or Brew it with Us!
Open 11:00 to 6:00 Tues. to Sat.
5972 Cedar Creek Road, Winlaw • 226-7328

Apple Tree
Sandwich Shop
The

Tammy Peitzsche

“Your Valley Realtor”
- Competence
- Integrity
- Results
Free Market Evaluation
isoldit@shaw.ca
250 365-9640

Selkirk Realty

265-3635
E-mail: paulaconrad@royallepage.ca
Website: www.royallepage.ca/selkirkrealty

Free Consultation

Mon. - Fri. 7 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Sat. 11 A.M. - 4 P.M.

612 Josephine St. • Box 292 • New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

N
P

SUMMER HOURS
7 am - 10 PM

Ann’s Natural Foods
Ann Bunka

- 358-2552 805 Kildare St., New Denver

250-358-2111 • izack@telus.net

Passmore
Laboratory Ltd.

Water Testing • Flow Measurements
CAEAL certified to test drinking water
We’re in the Valley at: 1-250-226-7339
Jennifer & Tony Yeow passlab4@netidea.com

265-4880

www.OsoSolar.com - Kip
250-358-2660 or 406-752-6837

For all your
insurance
needs
HUB INTERNATIONAL
Barton
265-3631
INSURANCE
1-800-665-6010
BROKERS

RECREATION

93-5th Ave.	Nakusp

Playmor Junction Hwy 6 & 3A
• Photo Corrections • Photo Enlargements
• Photo Restoration • Photo Printing
• Poster Printing • Large format Printing
Jo Brown, Winlaw, BC • 250-226-7792
jbrown@wallshots.ca

Meat Cutting

Your Local Grocer

New Denver
358-2443

Legendary Meats

Health Centre

320 Broadway St. Nakusp		 265-3188

Silverton
358-7292

Ph: 359-7111 Fax: 359-7587
www.playmorpower.com

Non-Smoking

Re-Awakening
• Health Products
• Books
• Greeting Cards

ENGINEERED WITH YOU IN MIND

Air Conditioned

GROCERY • HEALTH FOOD
Open 7 days/week, 9 am - 8 pm

• Zack Graphics & Inks •
Printer Sales ~ Discount Inkjet Cartridges
Photo Papers ~ Guaranteed Inkjet refills
eBay Marketing ~ Digitial Design

Advertise in the Valley Voice. It pays!!!
Call 358-7218 for details or email: valleyvoice@netidea.com

Slocan, BC • ph:355-2211 • fax: 355-2216

The best selection of photo cards of local views anywhere
1007 Josephine St. (Box 298), New Denver
Ph. 358-2435 essay@direct.ca Fax 358-2607

Competitive prices on all your independent
Home and Business energy products

Seven Days a Week!

PAULA CONRAD
HOME: (250) 358-2707

Groceries, fresh produce, fresh meat,
Agency Liquor, organic foods,
in-store deli, in-store bakery.

CUSTOM CARDS • BROCHURES • CALENDARS • NEWSLETTERS

Solar, Microhydro, products and installation

QUALITY PIZZA anytime!

REAL ESTATE

Slocan Village Market

Buy the tools for a secure energy future

Colour/B&W Laser Printing/Copying • Digital Photography
Word processing • Scanning • Faxing • Binding • Laminating

Soup, Sandwiches & Desserts
358-2691

ick’s
lace

Beside Slocan Park Service
2976 Highway 6, Slocan Park

Oso Renewable Energy

WRITER/EDITOR

1043 Playmor

www.jonesboysboats.com
Ainsworth, British Columbia
4080 Hwy 31 N
Call: 1-877-552-6287
(250) 353-2550 Fax (250) 353-2911

Bulk - Beef, Pork, Buffalo
and Sausage Sales
Custom Cutting & Sausage
Making, Curing & Smoking
of Bacons & Hams
Open 7 days a week
9 am till 6 pm
Phone: 226-7803
2826 Hwy 6 • Slocan Park

HARBERCRAFT

Lester Koeneman
Phone 265-3128 or
24-hour Fax 265-4808
Broadway St. Nakusp
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running in gas classes in the past,
Scroggins set the national and
world records. The highest speed

he had achieved before this year
was 107 mph. He wanted to try
running fuel this year, “to try to
go a little faster.”
“Next year, we’re going after
the world record in fuel,” he
said.
Scroggins says the race always
tests a person to the limit, and this
year was no exception. “I saw a
friend crash at 240 mph and walk
away and another crash at 240
mph and die,” he said. “It took a
whole day after seeing my friend’s
bike explode before I could jam
up to race.”
Scroggins says he has his
sights set on a new class that
has been initiated – the ‘201
club,’ where you have to go 201
mph. He has plans to design and
build a new motorcycle with a
twin engine to race in this class.
Scroggins encourages anyone who
is interested in speed racing to get
in touch with him – he is looking
for sponsors and crew members.
Scroggins is very appreciative
of his crew manager, Nancy
Guise; his mechanic, ‘Pushrod’
Pat Mackle from Kaslo; John
and Bobbie Nesbitt for their
generous sponsorship; Chris Fox
at Holeshot for his excellent work;
and Doug and Shay Fischer at
Glacier View Service for their
support.
Contact Ron Scroggins at 250358-2510.

Ron Scroggins sets another national record at Bonneville races
by Jan McMurray
Silverton resident Ron
Scroggins set another record at
the annual motorcycle speed trials

at Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah.
This year, Scroggins ran fuel
for the first time. At 113 mph,
he set the national record in his

class for fuel. He rides a special
construction 500cc motorcycle.
With the same bike and

Ron Scroggins of Silverton races motorcycles on Bonneville Salt Flats
in Utah, at very high speeds.

Global Gift
Discoveries

Inspiring
Arts

Specializing in goods from Central and South
America, plus quality local arts & crafts.
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Nakusp Veterinary Clinic is
celebrating Animal Health Week
with an Open House

Wednesday, October 8, Noon - 4:00 pm
Tour the Clinic
Check out our displays on Animal Health
350 Alexander Road • 250-265-4442
Come and enjoy our festive
atmosphere, exquisite desserts
and unique Mexican cuisine
made with our own exclusive
recipes since 1981.
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is closing for
the season
Last weekend
Oct. 2-5
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THURS, FRI, SAT, SUN
5-9 pm
FOR RESERVATIONS
PLEASE CALL:

358-7744
Thank you to our patrons for
making it another successful &
fabulous year at the Wild Rose!

Nakusp, BC

265-3288

